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by Sesto Chiarello

TO MARKET, TO MARKET

Sure that was a come-on she had thrown him at 

the rest stop in Fresno. Yet here she is now waving 

madly through the window at that jerk out there 

waiting for her on the platform.

Broads. ..  to hell with them.

Outside the door of the waiting room he 

pauses, noting heavier foot traffic to the left, the 

bustle of Market Street, the quick drop of building 

height and air of bleakness in the other direction. 

Shifting his canvas weekend bag to the other hand, 

he slicks back longish blond hair, checks that 

hip-hugging levis hang down properly outside of 

b!ack"boots, and heads for the main stem.

Following a sure instinct, at the corner he turns 

to the right. 24-hour cafeteria. . . good. . . hotel, 

no price posted. . . go on. . .surplus, discount, 

luggage, but the noon-hour crowdistoo 

purposeful, hurrying, pressing. . . no loiterers. 

Crossthestreet. . .p o o l hall. ..hamburgers. . .  

dirty books. . . much better. . . Taylor Street. . . 

too clean, no action, try another. Turk and Mason. 

. . smoke shop. . . pinballs. . .  burlesque. . . streets 

likecanyons. ..bars . ..transients. ..h o te l. . .  

rooms 9.50 and up.

This is it.

rpheus...in-bound

! n homosexual context, the Tendertoin is 

equated mainly with male prostitution; Hustlers. 

To consider the subject in broader aspect, 

however, the geographic areas so designated 

embraced just about every form of social 

divergence conceivable. The Tenderloin is not 

unique to San Francisco; the term originated in 

New York City: (from its making possible a 

luxurious diet for corrupt policemen): a district of 

a city largely devoted to vice and other forms of 

lawbreaking that encourage political or police 

corruption. (Webster's Collegiate VH).

Corruption in San Francisco up until the mid 

!950's has been well documented in books and the 

local press. The area abounded with B-girl bars, 

after-hour clubs, and every common form of vice 

from bookies to dope-peddling. The B-girls have 

disappeared, due to shake-ups of the police and 

liquor-control departments in the wake of civic 

protests, but most of the rest of the activity 

continues. The gay bar, in those days not a very 

prominent feature of the area, was placed in the 

same bag with the rest.

Now, legitimized through court decisions, they 

function openly, while other activities must 

operate more clandestinely. A targe part of the gay 

life used to center more around "sailor bars", an 

activity now somewhat curtailed by the armed 

services.

The male prostitute has been a phenomenon in 

San Francisco only since about the time these 

other changes took place (though no inference is 

drawn from the coincidence). Service men were 

commonly expected to ask for money; as often as 

not they were laughed off. ("Everybody wants to 

cop my joint, but they won't pay for it." "Why 

should we?; we pay our taxes" ) And there always 

has been the indigent boy willing to do what he 

might otherwise not for the sake of pocket money. 

But what is new and pervasive land typic of the 

district now is the professional hustler, who day in 

and day out is after a score, and measures his 

success as a human being in terms of his take 

therefrom.

TO BUY A FAT FIG

Hustlers fall in to  several sub-categories, 

according to modus operandi, or dress, manner or 

personality. Some work the streets and coffee 

shops, others the bars. Dress runs the gamut from

twice-a-day change of starched white shirt with 

cuff links to filthy t-shirts to mini-skirts. The most 

common is Butch, in levis, clean or dirty, who, to 

the best of his ability to know, does not think of 

himself as gay. He may have a steady girl, or at 

least an effeminate lover, who may also be out 

hustling, or waiting alone in the hotel room for 

him to come home with the bread. A few are quite 

honestly married with children, and proud to 

wheel the carriage down past the meat rack on 

Sunday afternoon, introducing the wife to the 

johns and the other hustlers. The average butch, 

however, is sexually ambivalent. He will deny in 

the presence of peers that he does this or that, but 

if the price is right ($25 will buy almost anything

conceivable, $2 may suffice if things are really 

slow) he generally manages to deliver what is 

required.

The usual approach will involve some form of 

appeal for help: haven't eaten all day, gotta get my 

clothes out of the cleaners, just got into town - 

where can [get a job? It may at) be true, but 

often as not, he may be more affluent than the 

quarry, and this is just a means of testing his 

reception. He will be on the lookout always for 

the easy mark, the kook that wants something 

funny and will expect to pay extra, the drunk that 

can be rolled for $300. This type of score is 

doubly desirable when it involves no sexual effort, 

and consequently no threat to his masculine 

image. It is here that dangerous traits of 

personality are likely to lurk. His identity is 

unclear, and a sudden jolt from a precarious 

position can have unpleasant consequences to the 

person who messes with such an ego. It is possible 

to know these people, to develop understanding, 

liking, even admiration and respect in cases, but it 

must be understood that the personality one 

divines in private is not the one he wears in public. 

(See "City of Night", "In Cold B!ood").Treated 

unpatronizingly, he can be friendly, responsive, 

loyal, honest and compassionate, but within the 

group they vie to appear most manly, cold and 

professional.

The Lout is the grubby type who really doesn't 

care much whether he does or doesn't, or about 

anything else for that matter. (-"I don't give a rat's 

ass"). He is most likely to be truly bi sexual and 

among the married ones. He's a nice enough guy, if 

dirty and shallow of mind, but little to fe^r, and 
cheap.
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The Gay hustter differs from his butch brother 

mainly in orientation. He finds himself more often 

torn between love and duty, hating himself in the 

morning for not having stuck strictly to business. 

Price and terms will be roughly the same, but with 

a given score he might not be willing to do what he 

would with a private trick. If  he should, then it 

may be half-heartedly, whereas Butch will leave 

one with the impression that he didn't after all do 

anything he didn't like. Gay may be more 

trustworthy in a material sense, but it is also 

possible that he will make use of the natural 

tendency to be less cautious with him in a 

confidence play. His goal will be to meet a truly 

generous sugar daddy, not too hard to take and 

too demanding of time, that will set him up as a 

keptie, put him through college, buy him a car, or 

place him in a life-time business career. Meanwhile, 

he lives on $ 10 and $20 tricks.

The Drag is a strangely distorted mirror-image 

of the male hustler. Whereas others emphasize 

what masculine or boyish characteristics they can, 

but at heart are essentially feminine in their 

dependency, the drag while parodying the female 

is as tough and self-sufficient a personality as is 

likely to be found off a fishing boat. The disguise 

often makes no attempt to go beyond the most 

superficial, and it is quite impossible to believe 

that anyone truly mistakes them for women for 

more than a moment. There are those men to 

whom this obvious fraud seems sexually 

stimulating; to others, the shock that comes with 

the first recognition, and its implications, exerts an 

erotic appeal. The Drag seems to thrive financially, 

as the costumes are not inexpensive and yet their 

numbers increase daily.

These of course are stereotypes. Anyone fitting 

precisely within these definitions is automatically 

devoid o f the individuality that epitomizes 

character. In fact there are all shades of distinction 

among individual hustlers, as well as atypical 

personalities. No advice is intended for those who 

may be shopping for flesh, other than "don't", but 

for those who may be interested in knowing these 

people, for reasons of personal attraction or 

sociological purposes, they may be approached as 

human beings.

The Tenderloin does not so much create these 

people; they are attracted to it. The city is the 

melting pot. and the Tenderloin the bottom of the 

pot where the slag settles. The transiency, the 

anonymity, the unstructured class lines and time 

element appeal to all who haven't got it made, or 

who have, but must occasionally break the bonds. 

It is the city of the seekers, the lonely, the 

unfulfilled. There is certainly much that is bad in 

it. but it is not to be jugded in terms of good and 

bad. It M. it is an essentia) element of city life, to 

the city what the city is to the nation. It is the 

interchange on the freeway; the place where 

divergent paths mingle, where one may change 

direction; a transfer point.

HOM E  AGAJN .  H O M E  A G A IN

In a perfectly ordered society every need, every 

useful channel of human contact would be 

provided. Until the day of perfection there must 

remain an unregulated, unorganized area, not 

subject to close scrutiny, where steam may be let 

off; a shock absorber on the wneel of social 

progress. City Hall, the Opera House and Theater

district, Montgomery Street, university and college 

campuses, suburban shopping center;all these serve 

well-defined interests, and many can travel within 

these confines and be complete. Habitues of the 

Tenderloin are those who do not fit, ever, or just 

some of the time in other circles, but find 

downtown at least some element of that which is 

lacking for them elsewhere.

Out of a crowd of 70 to 80 on a given 

week-night in a Tenderloain gay bar, about 20 

were hustlers or other full-time residents of the 

area. The remainder where a cross-section of gay 

life, from Telegraph Hill, Pacific Heights, the 

Sunset, Berkeley, a tourist from New Mexico, an 

English professor, a stock broker, a millionaire, a 

steel worker, assorted clerks, cooks and waiters. 

Many were regular customers, none seemed to be 

in an unfamiliar sphere. So just who does make up 

the Tenderloin; why these well-beaten paths to 

every other segment of society? The curious call it 

slumming, satisfying some basic urge by rubbing 

shoulders with the underworld. Like Orpheus, they 

believe they can come and go with impunity, but 

many, looking back, find themselves doomed to 

stay. They will have recognized something of 

themselves, or discovered something they lacked. 

It may be the appeal of the raw and elemental 

aspects o f human nature, like here's the 

nitty-gritty, here's where we find out what pepple 

really are. Not that phoniness is absent, but the 

masquerade is so apparent that it is comparable to 

Chinese opera. Half the fun lies in stripping off the 

masks to find who is hiding beneath, and the 

hustlers are as good at this game as the visiting 

psychologists.

Everyone finds something to be one-up about: 

I'm prettier; I'm tougher; I don't have to pay for 

it; I can afford what I want: I'm above all this. 

And they can and do openly express these and 

other basic feelings, free from the formal restraints 

of more socially-acceptable areas.

There have been several knowledgeable, but 

limited, attempts to cure the ills of the area. The 

Centra) City OEC. Glide Foundation, Intersection, 

Operation Head Start. Hospitality House, even

S.I.R. itself have to some extent come to grips 

realistically with the problem, but it is not to be 

cured with stop-gaps. Human needs are being met 

here, and they will continue to be met in the 

fashion of the underworld until society provides 

for them in better ways. Rumor is rife that a new 

clean-up is under way. The area is potentially as 

valuable as any-real-estate in the country, and by 

sheer weight of economic force, this value will not 

go for long unrealized.

The boundaries will change; the center has 

begun to shift south of Market Street. But 

wherever it goes, the Tenderloin promises to be 

around for quite a while: the city within the city, 

wherein a society that hasn't figured all the 

answers can take off its girdle and scratch.

JIGGETY JIG

The Tenderloin does not create these people, 

they are attracted to it. Here are a few without 

girdles: LARRY 35; a mean-looking cuss, and 

that's what he is. He exhibits a liberal sexuality 

and a what-the-hell attitude that appeals to the

most prurient interests. He preys on drunks 

rolling dice at the bar, and bigger suckers in the 

alley. He's a fast talker and sharp operator; a 

favorite quarry is other hustlers back from a good 

score, exhibiting the wad they made. Larry takes 

them as quickly as he does the johns. JERRY, 32; 

250 pounds, and hardly the average gay person's 

cup of tea. Looks like a traveling salesman on the 

make, and plays up the role. You'd never suspect 

Ac intends to take .you, and you're apt to warn 

him not to flash his money around. That's how he 

got it, baby. TOM, 65; corpulent, not very stylish, 

but filthy rich in old California land, and no 

dummy. Meets and talks with every reasonably 

clean hustler in town, will slip them S lOafter a few 

minutes conversation if he's not further interested. 

If  he is, there's at least a new wardrobe in the 

offing. GEORGE, 37; stock broker, Pacific Heights 

apartment, frankly likes hustlers. Wilt spend 

several dollars a night on drinks and dinners, but 

doesn't necessarily like to pay for love. He often 

drinks to excess, has been rolled and had his 

apartment stripped bare, but he comes back for 

more 3 or 4 nights a week. BOB, 35; professor of 

English Literature, Berkeley. Comes to town 

almost every weekend and school holiday, 

generally early in the day. Drinks a bit too much, 

likes almost everyone, but is particularly turned on 

by under-fed, not-too-professional hustlers, to 

whom he offers a genuine interest. He fails, 

however, to communicate with them on their own 

level, and succeeds only in satisfying his own 

needs, one of which is to convince himself he is 

truly understanding and democratic. JACK, 24; 

good body, nicely hung, pleasant face and 

personality. Digs really butch guys; construction 

workers, truck drivers, etc., but a soft pitch for 

any reasonably attractive guy. Scrupulously clean, 

very clothes-conscious in a trady way (wouldn't 

wear matching color t-shirt and jeans, "too much 

like an 'outfit'"). Honest, genuine, warm; could 

work, but prefers not to while waiting for the one. 

Meanwhile, he's kept in rent, food and betting 

money at the race track by a sugar-daddy of 70 

who Jack almost literally cannot stomach, and 

who is extremely jealous to boot. BILL,23; 

ex-paratrooper, great body, sparkling blue eyes, 

quick, engaging smile, full o f hell and thriving on 

attention. "Not gay", but turned on by nelly boys, 

likes anyone who likes him, and lots do. Drinks 

when he has the money, gets down to business 

when he doesn't. Leaves a wake of mixed 

emotions among the other hustlers who are 

attracted to him and envious of his ability to 

convey a thoroughly masculine image while freely 

indulging his sexual proclivity. TONY, 30; gay, 

intelligent, knows where he's going, would be a 

success at whatever he did. Owns real estate, a 46' 

boat, invests in the stock market, recently saw his 

father through a difficult operation and started 

him off in a business. Travels on a fairly regular 

schedule, servicing a select clientele from Palm 

Springs to Hawaii. Likes genuine people, reserves 

favors for those who pay, or a few gay boys who 

turn him on, but is a good friend to anyone he is 

involved with. JOHN, 21; lout, child of.a broken 

marriage, raised mainly in a "home". Bad teeth, 

ill-kept, unwashed from week to week. Flimsy 

education, but has read and partly absorbed some 

surprising subject matter, from Freud to McLuhan. 

With a bit more drive, or push, he might move on, 

but he is content to sleep in the park and scrounge 

for hot dogs when required, turning on with pot, 

wine, or you-name-it when he's got bread.



DONE DREAMS AND LAUGHTER

tark

to the retuctant sky.
Armadillos move 

through heaving streets.

you sweaty Samson howling tongueless 

in the skull of Sunday danced 
upon a whirling sun, having felt 

the lava of this soul

now dark obsidian 

wanton wanting

from your fingertips threw 

sweet sunlight cold 
flowers from your eyes 

the market coliseum of chariots 

and horses

we heard him run barefoot 
down montgomery street yesterday and again 

today - we delicate behind windows 

heard him run and saw blue rivers

flood the belling hour. He played 

hi ho hi hos into the crying air 

his syllables working steel like a continuity 

of rainfall - we servants

to his caliope assonance rode

his measured notes like distances, ascending

and descending in emotional alarms.

Down montgomery we rode

by noon, he fresh as day one, naked 

as the snow. Yesterday and again today, 

and rolling like the surf he played

upon our hearts, and horses 

tossed blue manes, and purple moons 

appeared, while we in runes

of passage prayed delicate 

behind high windows, frightened, 
and hastened to our work, and hoped 
he'd go away —

0  you were Samson then with every 

possible song, marching through 

my armored vision with strong 

precision, you

whimsied from apocalyptic mountains 

in twisting definition of stars and trees 

with rosy leaves —  whimsied through 

the midnight of my need

(and now lips parch closed 

with voiceless singing: the birds 

wilt not carry you, infidel

your gestures grow inward 

your rhythms change)

1 cannot hear your song today —

M/f for Rorsa

THREE KLYPTICS

Style:

Since I first laid you 
Aside

['ve been wondering why 
The Japanese of old 

Preferred that position.
Allegory:

Because the Leaning Tower 
is rising in the moonlight 

you don't have to stay up 
to eat the sun.

Solace:

What is Solace?
But two souls 

stript together 
in rhythmtime, 
buried hip-deep 

in silence - 

asleep.

pan/ mans/!

Wcfor Rorsa

TOPEKA

is your hometown, miles & miles 

away, follower of nobody, nothing 

but affection, disciple of PEANUTS, 

CHARLEY BROWN for smiles, 
taker of freedom, stacker of past 

liver of today/tomorrow, you 

are the three-dollar-bill i live with.

that Kansas could bring birth 

to one as corpulent as you, 

without disavowing birthright/ 
that opera finds you 

so infestuous a listener/ 

that nights find you on the mule 

of a prowl/ that mornings find you 

stably working. All American Male.

the truth of the matter is Y O U 

are so damn normal for a queer 

! could go for you!

pan/ rnanaA

THE SOLEMN PROCESSION

Regent Lady -

All apalled & trembling

we watch beside you there 
your son,

high, & then bleeding — 
His call chills our heart,

& yours, Lady - 

His cry of astonished & tortured 

Loneliness, Lady.

Aou //arfMon
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B F  W. E. B M R D E M P H i -

SAN FRANCISCO... On March 23, a gang of punks roamed the 

Castro-Market area and beat up a number of gay persons. They ripped areats 

from parked cars and went into one gay bar and literally whipped the patrons, 

[n front of another bar they cut up the face of a person with a broken bottle. 

At another bar they were turned away at gun point. A person who was calling 

police when he witnessed such a scene was beaten in an outdoor phone booth, 

[ncidently, he is the only person who has come forward so far, to testify.

This is just one night of a long series of sporadic vigilante efforts to get rid 

of the "queers" in this neighborhood and in other areas of the city by some 

frustrated self-righteous teen-age punks. The oldest in this rat pack is 20. ..

A poo) hall on Castro Street in the Eureka Valley seems to be the 

h eadquarters for this gang. But what is most shocking is that in the Spring of 

196) a similar gang from this same neighborhood formed a "queer-hunting rat 

pack". This gang was stopped only when they finally were caught and jailed for 

murdering William P. Hall. Only a tittle over a year ago, this same 

neighborhood provided the haven for a rat pack that beat S.I.R. member Stoltz 

to death with chains at the beach while they were queer hunting at the 

bunkers.

William Hall's killers were convicted because, as the papers carefully 

pointed out at the time, "Hall was certainly not a sex deviate.. . "  You see it is 

more tragic, more criminal to kill a square than a homosexual.

Stolz's murderers were caught and let go because the police had no evidence 

but their confessions!

Now what happens this time? Must someone be murdered in the streets 

again before these punks are told that it is naughty to cut up and beat queers 

to death?

And please don't believe that certain adult members of our fair city haven't 

produced and sanctioned these atrocities. The "go out and get these queers' 

signal was given at a meeting between police community relations and business 

men of the areas, presided over by a Bill Dunlap, a grocer in that area. The 19 

year old gangleader complained at this meeting that the young boys in the area 

were not safe from the queers. I quote him, "Every time we walk down the 

street, queers offer liquor, dope, and money for our bodies."

Dunlap said these bad elements (i.e. queers) should be cleaned up from that 

neighborhood. An officer got up and addressed this all american 19 year old 

hero with, "Boys, you just point 'em out to us and we'll take care of them." 

Well, these boys didn't wait for the police and are still out on the streets 

looking for YOU.

Now don't get the idea that all fairies have crawled into their holes like 

rabbits. Some of the responsible merchants in the area, some are gay, some are 

square, are out to stop this. Dunlap is no longer president of the Merchants 

association in that area, and responsible business men in the area are going full 

steam ahead to stop the street gangs. The Mission Station Police are fully 

cooperating with these businessmen.

If you know anything at all about what is going on. or any similar incidents 

that might be connected, contact Tom Edwards who is doing a yoeman's job 

coordinating the investigation and prosecution of these punks. Tom can be 

contacted through the SIR office. Your help is needed.

We might also add that the Police Comminity Relations representative, 

Elliot Blackstone, can be contacted with complete assurance of your 

anonymity. Or else talk to Bill Plath, president of the San Francisco Tavern 

Guild, or myself if you desire a second party as a go between. We need 

evidence and any help you give will not j^pordize your security if done 

through the above named persons.

Another item that the police need information about: the murder of 

Stewart Maher.

I would like to end this section with a quote from Charles McCabe in the 

Chronicle writing about crime: "Crime, as I have said before, is what we say it 

is. Armed robbery and murder do not really belong in the same definition as 

homosexuality and crap-shotting. Our notion of crime has to be narrowed and 

focused."
* * * * * *

MIDDLETOWN. CALIF.: A new relationship concept between the 

management of a business and the gay community has been initiated at Harbin 

Springs Club.

This resort is being set up as a private club for the homophile community, 

as have many other businesses in this area. The difference lies in structuring a

Board of Directors which represents all aspects of the homophile community, 

that makes policy. These persons, who represent professions, businesses and 

various organizations that exist in the San Francisco area, serve without pay. 

They function as a watchdog, on fair business practices, on security for 

members and on the use of facilities so that the homophile community can 

achieve maximum benefits from this club.

This Board has set up a legal defense fund for the members and the club, 

that will be used in cases involving enforcement of laws pertaining to 

homosexuality. The fund is set up in a trust account that is administered by 

the board. Fifty dollars has initially been deposited in the account by 

management and four plans are under discussion for regular deposits to this 

fund from membership fees, profits, charges and special events that wiU insure 

regular fund growth in relation to the size of the club.

The initial membership response has been surprisingly good. Membership 

does require sponsorship, manager review, and review by a three person 

committee selected by the Board.

The purpose is to insure a future, secure country development for the use 

of the responsible gay community. Scheduled at the club is a Koalas event for 

April 27-28 and a Coits outing, May 25-26.

The remodeling and refurbishing has already begun with the owners 

investing several thousand dollars in the development.

THtS LOOKS LIKE A BIG STEP FORWARD.

SAN FRANCISCO - Are you ready for a "chocolate covered chew" made 

by the Golden Nugget Candy Co. of S.F. called "S IR". I wonder what it's sates 

wilt be.

Other Magazines. Sexotogy, April ]968 has an articte by Wainwright 

Churchilt, "Gangs That Hunt Down Queers," that is very good.

Ptayboy, May )968, has an interview with Masters and Johnson. They 

discuss in the finat section important research they are doing on 

homosexuality. This is a must for those interested in research and the like.

Playboy's Open Forum and Forum Newsfront always seem to pru.ide 

excetlent reading on Homophilia.

Most commercial magazines always seem to be out two months early, but 

retigious magazines, along with homophile magazines, atways seem to get to a 

person late.

Which brings us to Christianity Today for Jan. t968. In their article,"The 

Bibte and the Homosexual," we find quotes from Rev. R.W. Cromey and 

Cannon Watter D. Denis that are favorable to homosexuat relations. But, this 

article goes on to say: "No one doubts that there are sociat and moral issues to 

which the Bibles fails to speak, at [east explicitty. But this can hardly be said of 

homosexuatity. The Mosaic law explicitty condemns intercourse between 

members of the same sex - 'You shatl not tie with a mate as with a woman; it 
is an abomination' (Lev. t8:22). Paut lists homosexuality as a vice to which 

God has abandoned mankind as a result of man's general refusat to 

acknowledge him as Lord: 'For this reason God gave them up to dishonorabte 

passions. Their women exchanged natural retations for unnaturat, and the men 

likewise gave up natural relations with women and were consumed with passion 

for one another. . .' (Rom. t:26,27). The freedom with which many 

churchmen ignore these statements is at least irresponsible, it not actually 

non-Christian. 'Clearty then,' writes Canon Kenneth J. Sharp, counseling priest 

at Washington Cathedral, 'the Church's condemnation of homosexuality does 

not indicate tast vestiges of a Medievat or Victorian Church ' It is "inherent" in 

the explicit morat teaching of its Scriptures."

And much more of the same...

The "coup de grace" is this: "But homosexuat retations are almost never 

tasting, and the dominant mood is "gay" loneliness and compulsive searching. 

Harotd L. Calt. president of a San Francisco organization seeking to heip the 

homosexual, says that "it is not uncommon for some homosexuals to have sex 

with a thousand different men in a year." Seldom do relationships last beyond 

the moment. Former partners frequently engage in btackmait schemes, thus 

further debasing the relationships ". . .with friends like these, who needs 
enemies. . .

CALIFORNIA: A rash of "decency" is springing up around the state; Los 

Angetes passed a Big "D " for decency week resolution and San Francisco 

Supervisors fotlowed suit. Onty our Mayor, Joe Alioto, saved the day on this 

one. I remember another big "D " for Dallas. Sorry about that but we need this
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big "D " butt tike we need a'hote in the head. The perpetrators of these evits are 

att in the same bag!

So in Sacramento, the State Senate passed tegistation, endorsed by both 

Governor Ronatd Reagan and Attorney Generat Thomas Lynch, aimed at 

keeping "harmfut matter" such as sex-oriented materia] away from person 

under 18. But. . .  in Denmark, they have the onty sensibte approach as we have 

pointed out before...

Denmark, which goes farther than most other countries in depicting sex on 

the screen, witt be even freerer after the expected abotition of movie censorship 

this year.

The pragmatic approach to sex for which the Danes and Swedes have tong 

been known has recentty found expression in Denmark in moves to end att 

forms of titerary and Him censorship.

tn June, 1967, the taws preventing the pubtication of written pornography 

were repeated. There has been no theater censorship since t954.

A government-appointed commission recommended in January that 

censorship of movies for adutts shoutd be abotished. The suggestion is expected 

to be adopted.

Previousty, movies which coutd be offensive to pubtic decency or have a 

"brutatizing effect" were controtted by the state consorship board. The 

commission has suggested that, in future, the board shoutd onty consider fitms 

to be shown to chitdren under the ages of [2 and 16 respectivety.

The jurists and the commission on movie consorship both accepted with 

argument that it was not the duty of the state to decide what was moratty or 

aesthetically permissibte for adutts to read or see.

They argued that censorship was onty justified if it coutd be shown that the 

materia) in question had a damaging effect on an adutt audience. They coutd 

find no scientificaHy vatid evidence that this was the case.

We stit) wonder who was damaged by our pornography presentation in the 

January Vector, t find nothing more tudicrous than a moratty up-tight 

homosexuat. 1 want to recommend a Battantine Book to a)) who are concerned 

about this, "The Essentia) Lenny Bruce."

LONDON: A new report on a Lesbian Research project is out. Did it ever 

strike you, as it does me, that these research projects have their conctusions a)t 

worked out before they commense. That is why we shoutd support "scientific" 

research projects that we know witt be favorabte to us just * to bring this back 

into perspective.

The fottowing quotes are from the London Observer.

"The influence of a father's personatity on his daughter, and the quatity of 

the retationship he estabtishes with her, appear to be primary factors in femate 

homosexuatity.

The fathers of the homosexuat subjects were indined to have a puritanical 

outtook on tife and were unusuatty possessive. They showed resentment of 

their daughters' friendships outside the home, and were atso jeatous of the 

retationships outside the home, and were atso jeatous of the retationship 

existing between the daughters and their mothers.

They tended to take an exaggerated interest in their daughters' physicat 

heatth and attempted to discourage in them the devetopment of feminine traits 

and interests.

[t was atso found that the mothers of the homosexuat group were generatty 

the dominant parent in the home, and were inctined to regard the father as an 

inferior."

When you think of NORMAL heterosexua) parents producing these tesbians 

and than the normat ones being used as the comparison matching groups to the 

tesbians, it sort of blows your mind, intettectuatty that is.

THEATRE: - The stage is getting to be just too much, [n London, a ptay 

suggesting that Queen Victoria had a lesbian retationship with Ftorence 

Nightingate opened.

Ptaywright Edward Bond's "Earty Morning" is being staged by the 

avant-garde Royal Court Theater.

Pop-singer-turned actress Marianne Faithfull, who ptays the pioneer nurse, 

veils the audience from the stage that the Queen made sexual advances to her 

in Windsor Great Park. Good Grief.. .  not Victoria!

tn New York, a sensation was caused by Mort Crowtey's, "The Boys in the 

Band." The New York Times reports, bytine by Ctive Barnes, the fotlowing: 

"We are a long way from 'Tea and Sympathy.' The point is that this is not 

about a homosexuat, but a play that takes a homosexual mitieu, and the

homosexuat way of life totalty for granted and uses this as a valid basis of 

human experience. Thus it is a homosexual play, not a play about 

homosexuatity. Whereever we stand, sit or lie on the sliding scale of human 

sexuatity, ] have a feeting that most of us wilt find "The Boys in the Band" a 

gripping, if painful, experience.

It is about a long, btoody and alcohotic party, but only the superficial will 

see it as a pack of youngish, middteaged fairy-queens shouting bitchisms at one 

another during the long night.

A couple of years ago, my colteague Stanly Kauffmann, in a perceptive, but 

widely misunderstood essay, pleaded for a more honest homosexual 

drama-where homosexual experience was not translated into false 

pseudo-heterosexual terms. This, with all its faults ] think "The Boys in the 

Band" achieves. It is quite an achievement."

Rosalyn Regetson, New York Times, recently took to task a ptay thusly: 

"The tatest warm, human, honest British import has been "Staircase," 

which closes this afternoon after a brief run although it was praised by most 

critics as "the best treatment of homosexuals so far in the theater, "gentle", 

"domestic", the story of a love retationship which deats "sensitively and 

adroitly" with homosexuatity. The spectacle of seasoned drama critics growing 

misty-eyed over this slow, dull, verbose littte play about two aging male barbers 

brings up some interesting questions about how plays are judged. Stagey and 

dishonest, with scenes ending in cheap blackout-comedy-skit punch lines, 

"Staircase" gets the coup de grace from Eli Watlach's screamingly heterosexua] 

performance of a mincing hairdresser, in which the actor telegraphs to the 

audience with every flip of his head and his buttocks his contempt for the 

character and atl his itk. One can onty conjecture that the ptay leaves a warm 

gtow in the reviewers and audiences because they are so relieved to find that 

homosexuat "marriages" are as miserabte as hetero ones, only more 

so. ..  The critics vendetta was stimulated by the prevailing idea that 

Pop-Camp equals trivia equals scene . . .  Miss Sontag's Schlock version of camp 

is that of a suburban housewife, att Tiffany tamps and antique shop velvet 

gowns and Bogey movies . .  . Real homosexual camp is in fact the opposite of 

this "styte" without content. Like authentic Jewish humor (before the Fall 

into suburbia) it is an ironical response to a hopeless situation in which the 

woutd is structured against one's existence. Courage for survival is gained 

through humorous criticism via irony and parody of the unjust and phony 

aspects of the structure."

New York Daily News critic, John Chapman walked out of the ptay.

Just because a ptay is about gay persons does not mean it is theatre and 

some friends, as we have pointed out before, are worse enemies than are our 
open enemies.

And that brings me to a big gripe. In a Chronicle interview with Bill Moor, 
"Fortune and Men's Eyes" star, we boiled over when we read the following:

"Moor's definition of a drag queen? 'Wetl, let's see. A queen moves and 
behaves tike a woman at atl conscious moments. A queen is a woman, has 
become a woman. Queens have an aggressive unassailability -  a kind of talent 
for putting anybody down. They're mean. This is realty what turned me on 
most about doing the rote. When ! started working with it 1 had to determine 
the motivations that produce this kind of personality . . .' Moor has explored in 
detait the behavior of queens and discuss them at length with illustration, 
imitation and much gesticulation. He is atmost encyclopedic on the subject. 
How?

"Oh, 1 know lots of queens. Lots."

Are any of the cast members who characterize homosexuals in fact 
homosexuals? A somber look accompanies the categorical answer.

"No."

Oh, get off the pot, —  Moor. Who the hell cares?

See "Fortune and Men's Eyes" anyway, it is great!

Hearst Columnist, Dorothy Manners, reports:

AFTER MUCH DEBATING pro and con, Paramount has decided to use the 
controversial shot showing Kirk Doublas kissing Alex Cord right on the mouth 
in the advertising campaign for "The Brotherhood."

Studio contends this is the well known "kiss of death" whereby the Mafia 
signifies it's about to get rid of one of its own for not keeping the party line.

Next question: How many of you are hip to the fun and games o f the 
Mafia? Or shall we just come out and admit it's a shocker?

The theatre is fun and I love i t . . .
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Dear Madam Soto-Voce,

t am truly concerned for the social success of 

my lover in the business world. He works for one 

of those stuffy European companies and now that 

he is climbing up in his job he gets quite baffled at 

very formal dinner parties on which fork or spoon 

to use on what foods. He came home very 

embarrased the other night when he realized he 

had eaten his salad and entre with his cake fork. 

He was quite upset and [ am afraid this sort of 

thing, over a period of time, may curtail his 

chances of promotion, [s there some place [ can 

get a chart and we can learn which piece is to be 

used when.
Wattmg contused,

Table Traunie

DearTable,

First of all, getting a chart from a silverware 

dealer and memorizing each piece's look and 

function is more of a task than you think. At 

one time (19)0) one could get HO different 

pieces per pattern so you can see how 

impractical memoriz.tg would be. Besides each 

manufacturer has his own variations and each 

host, his own idea of how some pieces should 

be used.

Ah, how well [ remember the time t was 

singing Brunnhilde in a lavish production of 

Die GofffHfammerMHg in Baskett, Kentucky, 

when afterwards, the entire east was invited to 

"Schloss Blitzenbach", the forbidding looking 

castle-like home of an old friend of mine the 

Baroness Wilhemina Hudwig Von und Zu 

Blitzenbach. [had forwarned the cast that this 

"Schloss" was run by avery elegant Baroness 

and not to be surprised as she, like most 

monarchists, felt the world and gracious living 

had stopped with the collapse of the German, 

Austro-Hungarian, and Russian thrones. It 

seems the Baroness was a lady-in-waiting to the 

late Karserine Augusta Viktoria and was barely 

able to flee Germany with one suitcase (filled 

with jewels) and an enormous oil painting of 

her husband, the Baron Von und Zu 

Blitzenbach, who was blown to smitherines 

leading a cavalry charge against Russian 

cannons at Tannenburg. The sale of most of 

these jewels did, however, allow her to lead a 

life similar to that before the twilight of her 

days at court. Upon arrival the cast was 

introduced to ahostofobscurly titled people 

all "pretending" to some obscure throne in 

some Coo Coo Clock-producing Teutonic 

duchy and all dressed up in out of date worn 

finery like the cast of some Lehar opperetta.

Then next we were led into the grand dining 

room where 1 ended up sitting next to the new 

"southern belle" contralto named Pollyanna 

Scrugs, who was cast as Flosshilde, the Rhine 

Nymph, and who was all done up in a mint 

green crinoline dress covered with pink bows. 

Pollyanna was completely overwhelmed by 

the array of silver flatwear lined up on each 

side of her plate. She turned to me with a toss 

of her sausage curls, blinked her banjo sized 

eyes and said, "Ah declare, Ah'd swear half of 

these things are more for torturing the food 

than eatin' it!" ! must admit when you look at 

the escagarot (snail) screw and the multi-tyned 

sardine serving fork one would be inclined to 

agree with her. At that moment she dug into 

her Grapefruit Flambe' with her small pastry 

fork and squirted the pretender to the 

Thuringian throne in his monacle. She then 

appologized, took her fish knife (and small 

pastry fork), carved up the entire grapefruit 

and ate it.

Well anyway, as you can well imagine, by 

the time cake and demitasse were served all 

Pollyanna had left to consume these with was 

her large soup spoon and a two-tyned fruit 

fork. She was about ready to panic as she had 

already added cream and sugar and none of the 

remaining pieces would fit into the cup. The 

crown prince of Thuringia was chattering away 

about the doings of some Bizarre Austrian. 

Duchess to Pollyanna and 1 couldn't get her 

attention to give her my demitasse spoon. The 

Baroness was chatting with me about how she 

loved my Immolation Scene when I slipped my 

spoon from the table and unnoticed, cracked 

Pollyanna on the knee with it to get her 

attention and hand her the spoon which she 

then, in a fluster, dropped down the front of 

her dress.

Later, back at the Baskett-Ritz Hotel, 

Pollyanna was distraught and asked me what is 

a girl to do when they don't know which piece 

of silver is for what. 1 told her it is usually 

quite simple, start from the outside of the 

arrangement and work your way inward. 

Usually anyone who has all those strange pieces 

of silver knows how to set the table, [f still in 

doubt, wait until someone you feel knows, 

usually the host or hostess, picks up their 

utensil to start on a particular course and 

duplicate them. Then at least if you are wrong 

you have company in your error.

So, Mr. Traume, realize that the silver 

manufacturers usually had the idea of practical 

application for each piece they design. The 

purpose of each variation is to facilitate, not 

complicate eating. It wasn't too long ago 

people ate only with their fingers. 1 must admit 

it would have been a blessing if such were the 

case at the Baroness' dinner when Pollyanna 

Scrugs turned to the hostess, picked up a 

beautiful scalloped berry spoon and said, 

"Baroness honey, this shore would be a 

peachy-keen spoon for servin' up grits with."
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Overweight is one of the most common medical problems today, [t is 

estimated that approximately 5 million Americans weigh at least 20% more 

than their normal weight. Another 20 miliion are classified by doctors as ]0% 

above norma] in weight.

In the past, a fat person was thought of as a healthy person. This was especially 

true in regard to babies. The present desire to avoid overweight has come into 

prominence largely for two reasons: ( I)  the slender figure is more fashionable, 

and (2) data based on scientific studies show that life expectancy is influenced 

to a considerable extent by body weight.

Obesity may be defined as an abnormal condition dur to excessive deposits 

of fat in the body which results in overweight. Obesity from glandular abnor 

mality is very rare. A tendency to be overweight and certain factors that 

increase hunger may be inherited, but the fat itself is not. The cause of 

overweight in most cases is simply eating too much. Overweight places an 

added burden on the heart, circulatory system, liver and gallbladder. It also 

increases the risk in surgery and childbirth. It is thought to be a predisposing 

factor in diabetes, gout, and arthritis. Most overweight people have trouble 

with their feet. The bones of the feet were meant to carry only a certain 

amount of weight, and when this is greatly increased, trouble results.

Since overweight is for the most part the result of overeating, what then are 

the causes of overeating? A person who is bored or unhappy is more likely to 

snack between meals than a well-adjusted person. Some persons have a family 

history of members who consistently overate and who made no effort to limit 

the amount consumed. Children are sometimes rewarded for good behavior 

with tempting bits of food: therefore they associate obedience with overeating. 

Many times a person with a psychological problem overeats because it gives 

him a temporary sense of well-being.

An effort to avoid obesity has both good and bad results. In many cases it 

has let to a better selection of food. However, there are people who harm 

themselves by trying to reduce unwisely. It is very important that a person 

trying to reduce receive the necessary protein, minerals and vitamins for 

adequate nutrition.

The so-called fad diets for reducing should be discouraged. In the first 

place, many of them are inadequate; in the second place, they do nothing to 

educate the person in good eating habits. This is important because often a 

person who has lost weight on a fad diet will resume his former eating habits 

after losing weight and will soon be right back where he started.

A good reduction diet should lay the foundation for a sensible diet 

regiment which can, with some additions, be followed indefinitely. Once the 

loss in weight has been achieved, a person may gradually add more foods, 

checking his weight at least once a week. If he begins to gain weight, he should 

return at once to his former reducing regimen.

Generally speaking, a person's physical condition is best if the weight is 

kept 10% above normal, up to 30 years of age, normal between 30 and 40 

years of age. and 10% below normal after 40 years of age. In fact, some 

authorities advocate that a person's ideal weight at 25 years of age is the best 

weight to maintain for the rest of his life. If this is to be accomplished, calories 

must be reduced 3% from 30 to 40 years ot age. another 3% trom 40 to 50 

years of age, 7.5% from 50 to 60 years of age. and another 7.5% from 60 to 70 

years of age. In fact, the term "middle-aged spread" is a misnomer. There is no 

mysterious law of nature that states that all persons must enlarge horizontally 

at middle age. An excessive increase in weight at this time of life simply means 

too many calories and too little exercise. A person's normal body weight is 

determined not only be age. but also by height and body build, depending on

whether he has large, medium, or small bones. A person with large bones can 

carry more weight without being obese than a person with small bones.

A certain amount of moderate exercise is good to maintain physical 

bell-being. People who are physically active are less likely to be overweight. 

Exercise, however, cannot take the place of diet. Regular exercise, especially 

for younger people, makes flabby muscles firmer and helps to achieve more 

attractive proportions. However, many persons who are on reducing diets are 

past middle age and should not be doing the strenuous exercises that are 

needed to be really effective.

The use of drugs to help a person reduce should be discouraged, and such 

drugs should never be taken except on the advice of a physician. Some produce 

extremely toxic effects, and some have a cumulative effect that may not be felt 

for some time. Thyroid preparations are sometimes given, but unless the 

thyroid gland is really deficient they should never be taken.

The best and safest plan for reducing is, as it has always been, to tower the 

caloric intake below the actual daily needs of the body; thus, the body must 

draw upon and use its reserve fat. This means that the reduction in food must 

come mostly from carbohydrates and fats. Protein is necessary at all times for 

the repair of body tissues and should be maintained at a higher than normal 

level. Protein foods such as meat, eggs, fish, and cottage cheese have a high 

satiety value. A patient on a reducing diet will be better satisfied and better 

nourished on a high protein, tow carbohydrate, low fat diet. Low catoric 

vegetables and fruits will add interest to the diet and furnish needed vitamins, 

minerals, and bulk. The essentials of a reducing diet then should include the 

following:

(I. There should be sufficient high-quality protein to prevent wasting of 

body tissues and to furnish adequate protein for body processes.

(2. There should be sufficient carbohydrate to prevent being wasted for 

energy needs and to prevent too rapid burning of body fat.

(3. Adequate minerals and vitamins must be provided.

(4. The diet should be acceptable to the person.

(5. The diet should be one what will educate the person in correct eating 

habits.

(6. Meals should not be skipped. An adequate breakfast gives the person a 

proper start for the day. There should be some protein food in each meal, 

especially breakfast, Carbohydrate alone raises the blood sugar quickly but not 

for long, whereas protein raises the blood sugar level and holds it above the 

hunger mark longer. Fats slow down the rate at which both carbohydrate and 

protein are digested, and they also help to maintain a more constant blood 

sugar level.

The caloric value of the diet may be cut safely to 1,200 calories. Below 

1,200 calories, a diet is not adequate, and a person on such a diet should have 

very close medical supervision.

An adult who is overweight has probably been consuming at least 3,000 

calories daily and many times more than that. In a reducing diet, the caloric 

reduction should start from a person's ideal caloric allowance and not from the 

number of calories he has been consuming. For the person whose ideal caloric 

intake should be 2,200 a cut of 1.000 calories should result in a weight loss of 

approximately 2 pounds a week, or a daily reduction of 500 calories from the 

person's ideal caloric intake will, under normal conditions, result in a weight 

loss of one pound per week.

Everybody may love a fat man, but nobody wants to take him home to bed 

and seduce him. So take my advice, and keep those figures slim and watch your 

calories and live much longer to enjoy life!
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FORTUNE AND MEN'S EYES

The Encore Theatre

422 Mason Street-San Francisco

92M745

As you walk down the stairway into the 

theatre you are confronted with an open pro- 

cenium arch containing four beds, four tables, and 

a wall of bars upstage. This is the frame for one of 

the most electric theatrical experiences in San 

Francisco.

FORTUNE AND MEN'S EYES currently play

ing at the Encore theatre at 422 Mason Street is 

legitimate theatre at its best. The theme of homo

sexuality is wrapped with raw human emotion and 

tied with superb acting making in total a package 

of startling realism.

The play has been called "Brutal...", "Superb", 

"A Social Document" by the critics. To the in

formed homosexual and "square" the theme un

derlines what they already know to be fact. Most 

realize the many homosexual episodes that occur 

in prisons and penetentaries.

The script is excellent, the message forceful 

and the characters fantastic. The cast of five cap

tivates attention. Each character is played with 

theatrical energy par 'excellence, and when rubbed 

one against the other, create a theatrical explosion. 

Rocky—a man who takes what he wants and who 

he wants regardless of from whom, where or what. 

A homosexual who will not face himself and seeks 

masculine identification by "being tough". 

Mona-a tragic victim of circumstance, being both 

Negro and homosexual, is filled with passion and 

understanding of his situation. To cope with it he 

lives on two levels at once; the physical and the 

intellectual. Queenie-the most tragic figure in the 

cast constantly tries to better his physical needs 

with proper manipulation of cellmates and guards. 

His "time" in the penitentary is the only life he 

knows, seeking a never-ending return by petty 

house burglaries. Holy Face-the guard is part of 

the "American Image", so entrenched in his bour- 

joise life he knows of nothing else. He reaches for 

masculine identification with his fists and working 

"deals". Smitty-the naive boy who quickly teams 

of his situation and how to cope with it. He holds 

his ground well but is shattered at the climax.

The only critisism of the production is poor 

direction in certain areas. The blocking in the 

second act during the "frisk" breaks the audience 

connection with a separation of imaginary wall 

which should not exist. Also because of the action 

preceeding climax, it is not quite as powerful as 

the climax should be. With slightly more under

statement of acting during performance and at
tention to better building toward climax, the end 

of the play would be absolutely shattering. These 

are points that should be considered for future 

productions.

See the play.

The experience speaks for itself.
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by LARRY CARLSON

What persons inhabit the Tenderloin of San 

Francisco as welt as many other cities in the 

U.S.A.? Where do they come from, and why have 

they come, and what have they come to? What 

probtems face individual as they inhabit the 

Tendertoin and what probtems do they present to 

society?

There are probabty more than 30,000 persons 

who inhabit the area we cat) the Tendertoin, many 

youthfut peopte, mostty mates. The range of 

personalities found here is indescribable —  

prostitutes, hustlers, pimps, drunks, drug addicts, 

pit! pushers, lesbians, queers, hair fairies, 

transexuals, curious onlookers —  you name it, 

THEY LIVE HERE!

Day and night present an interesting contrast - 

the day hours bring streets alive with people 

hurrying about on their business and the clang of 

busy traffic; the daytime ctamor becomes more 

subdued during the evening hours and individual 

sounds begin to take on more importance.

More often than not the individual who 

inhabit the Tenderloin are looked upon as being 

public nuisances or some sort of "freaks"  and 

thus, they must struggle for their own identity in 

the midst of labels and stereotypes, such as 

"queer," "juvenite deliquent," "prostitute," and 

"criminal." Sexual identification is certainly a 

problem for many of the youth of the Tenderloin.

The probtems are many in this neighborhood. 

There are the problems of the individuat himself 

and the problems of rejection and no love he has 

brought with him from whence he came. This 

deprived background frequently creates urgent 

needs which he seeks desperately to satisfy 

through extreme forms of behavior. He desires 

freedom, he urgentty needs to be loved, and he 

needs money to survive. !t is easy to see how these 

psychological and emotional stresses and needs

create a wide variety of personalities and behavior 

patterns in these persons.

Many will turn to hustling as a means of 

making money. The hustler's clients, referred to as 

"Johns," vary from a wealthy out-of-towner to a 

man o f  lower income, frequently, from a 

Tenderloin dwetter himself.

There is also the probtem of female prostitutes, 

some, surprisingly, as young as t4. Looked upon 

with disgust by self-righteous society, she is used 

and abused by pimps and customers atike. There 

are few who love, forgive or accept her, thus 

helping her to go "straight."

Drugs present stilt another probtem to the 

Tenderloin. What do you desire? You can buy it 

there—"b enn ie s ,"  "red-dev ils ." (seconal), 

"y e ltow - jacke ts" (nem buta t), "c ry s ta t"  

(methedrine), "goofers" (doridan), "Christmas 

trees" (dexadrene sulfate), "sniff and weed" (amyl 

nitrite and marijuana), and "acid" (L.S.D.), to 

mention but a few. ft is difficult to estimate the 

large number of young persons who are involved in 

the drug operation of this area.

Health presents still other problems for the 

T e n d e r lo in  in h a b ita n ts , not on ly the 

communicable diseases, but also the mental health 

probtems and emotionat disturbances which stem 

from the pressures of this atmosphere.

There are problems of housing for many-some 

are  d e s t in e d  to  tive  in  som e tim e s  

cockroach-infested tenements or cheap hotets. 

Unemptoyment for many present money 

problems, and that is certainly a factor conducive 

to hustling, prostitution, pitl-pushing, and robbing 

as a means of self-survival. Education is practically 

nil, save a few church groups which operate in the 

Tendertoin.

What are some of our reader's views and 

experiences with the Tenderloin . . .  Read on . . .



A TRANSFORM ATION  (reprinted from 

VANGUARD)
TIS MY SECURITY! FACE OF A HUSTLER

I am a resident of a Tenderloin hotel. I live 

constantly in the clothes of a woman although I 

am a biotogicai mate. In this tetter to you, I want 

to give morat support to anyone who may want to 

do what I've done, but isn't sure of quite how.

The change in me came after years of tiving 

without an identity. Not tong ago I didn't know 

who I was. Now I know.

In New York I worked as an actor. I was in 

search of an identity then and theatre altowed me 

to pose at teast as a ptaywright's character. 

Unfortunatety, I coutdn't be on the stage 24 hours 

a day. The majority of my tife was spent trying to 

play a rote that I didn't fit. Though I was born with 

a mate appendage, I coutdn't consider mysetf a 

mate. My psychiatrists and psychotogists 

considered me sane, and normat in every way but 

for my antisocial yearning. My great troubte was 

inside. Biotogicatty a mate and psychotogicatty a 

femate. My doctors totd me that it's not easy for 

someone born w ith  the "wrong" physical 

attributes for the inside of him.

However, I was not without hope. I am now a 

woman with a few abnormatities which can be 

corrected surgicatty. I betieve this. In my sout I 

know that it's true.

So, I teft New York and came to San 

Francisco. I teft the stage agony, and I became 

aware that it was necessary for me to evotve above 

it. My objective was ctear-adjustment to what I 

realty was and finding out where I reatty was.

I began working at a T.L. hotet to earn enough 

money for tiving expenses and to cover the cost of 

etectrotysis and hormone treatments. Untit I 

accepted the job, there, "queens hotets" and tiving 

in drag were unknown to me. A well-known T.L. 

personality had to tett me at) there was to know. 

Graduatty through my own efforts I putted 

through temptation and frustration. It certainty 

was easier for me to iive there because I was 

accepted for whatever I was. In the hotel there is a 

fosterhood and a community feeting. It's a good 

thing.

Everyday I get up, take that extra hour to get 

ready and go out to do my thing. It's reatty 

enjoyabte having found an identity and firmly 

foHowing it. Since October tast, I've gone to the 

point where I tive entirety as a girt. I've made a 

complete switchover. When I did it, I knew it was 

the best thing. The idea of wearing mate ctothing is 

embarrassing to me. I was a psychotogicat 

morphodyte. Alt I can think about is that I'm 

reatty me now, and I tike me.

The hormone shots have done a tot to improve 

my appearance. Cosmetotogists have totd me what 

to eat, how to wear my ctothes, appty make-up, 

etc. The average woman doesn't watk the street 

after 11 p.m-neither do I. I've no potice record 

and there hasn't been any pubtic probtem in my 

past. I'm a dean person-my room is ctean, and I 

feet I live a good life.

I'm going to schoot and hope to become a 

phitosophy teacher. Through the hetp of men tike 

Ettiot Btackstone of E.O.C., I'm wet) on my way. 

Some of the students there sense something a tittte 

different about me, but there's been no troubte, 

no friction.

As for sex, I can have it two ways now: by orat 

or anat coputation. However, untit I can have it the 

way that is normat for me, I won't have sex. I'tt 

wait untit the transformation is comptete.

.............A. Tendertoin

My roommate and I tive in the Tendertoin, and 

we tike it here. He tikes it mostty because he is 

somewhat of a "ctoset-queen," and he is very 

guitty about being a homosexuat. He feets that he 

wit) be accepted in the T.L. more than anywhere 

etse in the city. Even though some of his neighbors 

do find out about his homosexuatity, he feets that 

they won't took down on him, as they might do in 

other sections of the city.

A tittte white back he bought a house in the 

Mission District. Aithough financiat arrangements 

were satisfying and sound, he fett very uneasy and 

unhappy because there were so many heterosexuat 

families in this neighborhood. Because of the 

uneasiness it created for him, probabty more in his 

mind than theirs, he coutdn't wait to sett this 

property and move back to the T.L. where he 

atways fett safe and secure. He atso didn't tike so 

many chitdren running about, of which there are 

few in the T.L.

I, mysetf, tove tiving in the Tendertoin because 

for me, it is easier to meet peopte there both 

sociatty and sexuatty than any other part of the 

city. I seem to have far more success at meeting 

peopte here, perhaps, because the peopte are more 

interdependent upon one another in this district.

It appears to me that the peopte in the T.L. are 

more sexy. I see men everywhere, but somehow 

the feeting isn't the same even though they are 

very handsome men. Somehow the boys of the 

T.L. appear more sexualty appeating.

I have atways fett secure here. If  I were to go 

into a straight bar and tatk to some woman, the 

chances are I would more often than not be 

rejected if my homosexuatity were reveated-the 

chances of her understanding and sympathy woutd 

be stight. However, I have frequency tatked with 

women, some of them prostitutes, in the T.L. and 

when they approach me, and I tett them that I am 

interested in the very same things that they are, 

they smite understanding^, and there is no 

rejection. What I am trying to say is that the 

Tendertoin accepts the way that I am, and I don't 

have to be ashamed of anything white I am there. 

It has many things that need to be improved, but 

neverthetess, I find a type of security there that is 

unmatched in the city, and I woutdn't tive 

anywhere etse as a consequence!

.........Petunia

THEY'RE TOO MUCH!

Who are at) those "hair fairies" trying to kid 

anyways? I think they are realty the worst of the 

tot of queers who inhabit the Tendertoin. They 

make a spectacte of themsetves, and provide no 

asset to the homosexua) community at targe. They 

ought to hang up their tits for good, and try on a 

pair of tevis and a teather jacket-they'd took a tot 

cuter and more appeating. Let's cut out this 

"drag" crap!

.........Manty

Watch your pocketbook, don't bide your time, 

and don't trust me in your sight. A pawn, a 

deceiver, an unwanted; really, an uneeded one to 

any bar. )ounge or ctub. . . atways, there seems to 

be an influx of ME in the Fall, Winter, Spring and 

Summer.. . just whenever the "snow geese" decide 

to light upon a thriving metropolis. According to 

our philosophy "there ain't no justice anymore." 

What is the sum of this situation?

Where does a hustler tike me come from? 

Everywhere. . .anywhere. . .or nowhere is my own 

background. Does one tike ME come from a 

wetl-respected family of your city, town, or parish? 

Am 1 an outcast of the family, the community, or 

perhaps, by persona) choice? What are the 

guaranteed chances for my future. . . or even a 

perchance?

Into the establishment wanders a new hustler, 

day after day, with high hopes of continually 

fleecing unsuspecting, and trusting persons. The 

trail of bitterness that is teft behind is a stench of 

sorrow, misgivings, and simple disgust. As the door 

swings, observe and study the new faces. Listen to 

the gift of gab; notice the dress, and appearance of 

each different personality. Where do they come 

from. . .ay, but the imposing question is: "where 

are they going next?" Their mecca is the same day 

after day.

"Justice, where is it for the victim of an 

individual like ME. . .standing right next to YOU 

now?" Look over your shoutder and observe. . . 

that one with the tong sideburns. . .the one with 

tatoos galore. . .the fast talker with the sleeve job.

. . the shifty-eyed one. . .and that fat-mouthed 

disbetiever because he really doesn't believe in 

himself.

"Wanna buy me a drink, and why don't YOU 

play the music for us?" Say, buddy o'mine. . .for 

tonight, do you have a better choice standing near 

YOU? Yes, you do have a better choice and your 

choice wilt be wise if you continue to nourish the 

circle of known friends that are YOURS, .to cling 

to. Through the years, the hustlers that I've known 

and that I AM are the "intangibles". . .here 

TODAY and gone TOMORROW!. . .  maybe.. .see 

ya 'round.

.........Atan Dumaset

THE ALBATROSS

THE TENDERLOIN SPEAKS!

The foHowing statements were obtained by 

Louise Ergestrasse, a transexual, who has done 

much work for the Hospitality House in the 

Tenderloin. She interviewed a variety of people in 

the T.L. on existing conditions and problems, and 

this is what they had to say:

ED SCHNEIDER-age 21: " I f  it wasn't for 

police harrassment, San Francisco would be a 

groovy town. They (the cops) are atways bugging 

the hetl out of the queens, stopping them on the 

streets to check their I.D.'s. They even go so far as 

taking them out on dates, just to try to entrap and 

embarass them.

" I f  this society considers homosexuals, 

queens, and other people in the Tendertoin not fit 

to tive in pubtic, what are they? Who are they to 

consider what we are? They look on us as "fags", 

but they forget that they descended from the apes, 

too, making them the same as we are-humans."
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JUL!E G': "!'m  new in the Tenderloin and 

what ] want to do is find out what [ am. Down 

here [ am trying to find out if  t'm a tesbian or 

not." (At this point Jutie left in a state of utter 

confusion.)

NICK BLUE-age 17: "1 had lesbian tendencies 

before ! came to San Francisco, and ! found 

mysetf in the Tenderioin. [ came in 1965, and 

since then ) fett as if [ had a home away from 

home. Back where 1 came from,) fett nothing...[ 

was nothing! Here, t am me! t betong, and other 

peopte tike me betong too. tf someptace tike the 

LETTERMAN coutd be around where peopte 

coutd find out what they were, it woutd be great. 

Someptace where we coutd be not hidden.. where 

we don't have to ptay a phony rote."

PERStA-aae !7: "['m a bisexua). ! feet that [ 

am not reatty what peopte catt a bisexuat though, 

because of the fact that ! enjoy both (mate and 

femate) as company, companions, or whatnot."

") enjoy girts more than men, however, because 

when a mate looks at me, they think of sex, and t 

don't tike to be manhandled. The thought of sex 

with a man is pretty vutgar. (Being as t have 

experienced sex at the age of twetve, as a resutt of 

which ] have given birth to my daughter, Sabrina.)

"Maybe t witt change my mind someday when 

a man can prove he is not out for sex atone, but 

for me as t am. Then maybe, but unti) then, t wit! 

not go to bed with a man! A girt, yes, but a man, 

no!"

") am happy here in the T.L. TH!S tS MY 

HOME! My friends, many are straight, take me for 

mysetf, and 1 think it is groovy."

"W hen t took back, t remember t had 

tendencies toward the femate sex at the age of 

nine, but, ] never knew what it was until today.'

"] am proud of what I am. [f people don't tike 

my attitude, that's fine. It is not up to them to say 

what [ am to be or what ! am not to be. It is my 

tife, not theirs. ] onty hope that more people witt 

come to understand us and not to make fun of us, 

because we are not queers as many peopte think of 

us-we're just different."

"And who knows? YOUR OWN CHILDREN 

might be what you call queer, and ) am sure you 

don't go catling THEM queer! Learn the facts 

about homosexuality and what it is caused by ...[ 

know, but do you?"

JERRY S': Jerry is a young native San 

Franciscan who first heard of the Tendertoin at 

the age of sixteen. He or she is now twenty years 

of age.

"1 first came downtown tooking for my kind of 

people. 1 wanted to make a fast easy buck, and, 

because 1 thought ] was gay, ! thought ! could 

become a male prostitute. I couldn't find any 

fr ie n d s  a r o u n d  un til ! first went to 

VANGUARD-this used to be an organization tike

S.l.R. and only limited to peopte under 21.

"One hang-up that 1 have is ! don't want to go 

to bed with girls, but 1 envy them, and I'm not 

sure why."

QUESTION: "What do you think of the 

Tenderloin?"

ANSWER: "The Tendertoin needs better 

housing and tower rents. Have you ever been in 

some of those cockroach hotets? Some of those 

dumps aren't fit for peopte."

"The Tendertoin is known to be a haven for 

the gay set. Why can't more managers of these 

hotels be more sympathetic to us kids? We can't 

help being what we are, and we don't like to be 

shut off by people who think differentty than we 

do."

QUESTION: "What do you think of the 

Hospitality House?"

ANSWER: "1 think it's fine. Anybody can be 

themselves up there. You find all kinds of peopte 

there, and everybody accepts each other's bag with 

no questions asked but with a tot of friendship 

given."

Certainly the problem in the Tendertoin is 

basicatly one of survival. The economic system 

offered by the T.L. is one into which young 

persons can enter into easily. Most of the person 

who become a part of this system usually have 

exhausted other alternatives. Homosexuatity is 

somewhat of a problem, but certainty it is not the 

probtem it is imagined to be. Probably more often 

than not, most of the youth who have discovered 

homosexuality in the Tenderloin have done so due 

to economic pressure and money probtems. Some 

perhaps have become homosexuals through various 

experiences they received white in the armed 

forces or even in prison. Police harassment is a 

by-product of a society which is more interested in 

controlting problems than sotving them.

tt's about time that the peopte of this city start 

taking a tittte responsibitity and realize that they 

have a duty to the Tenderloin in giving a tittle 

understanding of these people and not just 

condemnation. Someone has to decide it is their 

job and stop passing the buck of responsibility to 

other agencies and fate. We outside of the T.L. are 

capable of giving a tittle love, sympathy and 

understanding to these peopte who need our hetp, 

guidance and direction. Perhaps, we should bend 

our ears a bit closer to their needs and offer our 

hands in hetp; hearing and heeding their problems 

and taking some measures to hetp correct them is 

the best preventative of crime.

Mittay once wrote:

"Love is not at), it is not meat nor drink,

Nor stumber nor a roof against the rain...

Yet many a man is making friends with death 

Even as 1 speak, for lack of love alone."

Mitlay was describing the Tenderloin!

The topic for the June VECTOR wilt be: "The 

Homosexual In Leather." What are your opinions 

on teather costumes and the accompanying 

fetishes? What about the groups who organize as 

motorcycle clubs: are they really "square?" What 

is the fascination of super-mascutine antics as 

"leather drag?" Submit your opinions for the June 

VCTOR on this subject to: Larry Carlson. 

VECTOR, 83 Sixth Street, San Francisco, Calif. 

94103. The deadtine for copy is May 20, 1968.

The Juty VECTOR witt be devoted entirely to

S.l.R., and therefore, the OPEN FORUM will be 

alt about S.l.R. as an organization, its past history 

and its future hopes. What has S LR. meant to 

you? How tong have you been a member of S.t.R.? 

Do you find it a profitable organization or a waste 

of time, money and effort? What do you propose 

for S.LR.'s future? What suggestions do you have 

for improvement? Shoutd S LR. ptay a major role 

in developing other such organizations across the 

country, or throughout the world for that matter? 

Send your opinions to the above address by June 

18, 1968. See ya next month!

*6W(H
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"M ARY" - IT'S A CAMP!

by Magdalena Montezuma

While visiting the set of the upcoming S I R. 

production .of "LITTLE MARY SUNSHINE" 

(june 14-15-16 & 21-22-23 at SIR Center), 1 did 

get a chance to chat with director Gene Pelligrini 

during a break at rehearsals. While sitting in his 

gold lame director chair. Gene had many tidbits to 

offer about this erstwhile Off-Broadway hit. 

"Many of my chums saw the show in N.Y.C. and 

simply raved for seconds about it, so I am 

delighted that S.I.R. is doing this very mad, but 

divine show," said Gene (or Gene-Baby as he is 

affectionately known to the case), "The show, as 

you may have guessed from all the singing going 

on, is a musical. It's a spoof on all the Nelson and 

Jeanette operetta goodies we used to do in the 

golden days of the silver screen. Without going 

into too much detail about the show, I can tell 

you that it transpires in the Wild Rocky Mountains 

o f Colorado and deals with the trials and 

tribulations of Miss Mary (played in simplicity by 

Ken Dickman) and her band of merry ladies of 

East Chester Finishing School. The men of the 

Forest Rangers, let by Capt. "Big" Jim Warrington 

(played in stout-hearted fashion by Bob Paulson) 

come to their rescue and, as in all happy shows, 

everyone lives happily ever you-know what."

"The show contains many all time favorites 

(e.g. "Look For a Sky of Blue" and"Colorado 

Love Call"). To say the show is camp at it's 

campiest would be redundant, so all I will say is 

run, do not walk, to your phone and dial that 

number (781-1570) and order those tickets!"

I did stay and watch the stars and chorus (one 

of the best we've seen in years) run thru a couple 

of numbers under the musical direction of Larry 

Canaga. I'm sure we're in for a big treat when 

"Little Mary" pitches camp here in mid-June.

BY JOE VIGIL 

TASTE & SYMPATHY - "THE FOX"

A definite step forward bringing a true picture 

of homosexual love to the screen is accomplished by 

"THE FOX", now at the Cinema 21. Although the 

film has many drawbacks, it shows that film makers 

are attempting to handle the heretofore "taboo' sub

ject with taste and sympathy.

The story, taken from a novella by D.H. 

Lawrence, is the weakest part of the film. We are 

shown one very "butch" woman, Ellen March, and a 

very feminine and frail "housewife", Jill, living to

gether in what seems complete innocence on a farm 

in the Canadian back woods. Into this serene life 

comes the ultra-masculine Paul, who proceeds to pro

pose marriage to Ellen. This leads to the ultimate 

disclosure of love by Jill for the other woman. Now 

that the two women realize that their life together is 

the only happy one, Paul returns to claim his bride. 

He finds them chopping down a tall old tree and 

offers to help. The tree falls on sweet Jill and this 

clears the way for Paul to comfort Ellen with his 

love. Talk about symbols galore! On the whole the 

story is so trite and the ending so unbelieveable, but 

very "Hollywood Moral", that it almost cancels out 

all the good points the film does offer. There is much 

in the picture that is beautiful and touching. One of 

these is the fourth "character" - the winter season. 

This beautiful snow-covered farm is shown so vividly 

via De Luxe color that one almost expects it to be 

cold and snowing when you leave the theatre.

The film is directed by Mark Rydell who draws 

fine characterizations from his three actors. Portray

ing Ellen March is //eyweot?, who is nothing 

shortofsuperb.The part of Jill is played in her usual 

fluttery mannerisms by Dfnnn. Their work

together, in the opening scenes especially, could 

scarcely be bettered. DuMa? portrays Paul in his 

most effective part since his film debut in "David 

and Lisa".

The fox of the title is only one of the many* 

symbols that permeate the film. And after being 

killed by Paul, the pelt hangs (symbolically) upon the 

barn door, and it is this bullet-ridden image that we 

see last at the final fadeout.

The film includes two very controversial scenes, a 

nude Ellen masturbating and a passionate love scene 

between the two women. These are handled so well 

that it is these scenes and the fine acting that serves 

to point up the weakness in the storyline. But as I 

said in the beginning, at least the feet seem to be 

pointing in the right direction. One wonders at the 

fate of the movie version of "The Children's Hour" if 

it would be done now instead for six years ago. Who 

knows, maybe someday someone will film a "City of 

Night" or a "Song of the Loon".

J\ VICTORIAN VENTURER 

Sponsored by 

CITIZEN'S ALERT

S A T U R D A Y -M A Y  16, 1968 

2:00 P.M. TO 10:00 P.M.

G L ID E  M E T H O D IST  C H U R C H  

(F e l low sh ip  Ha l l )

T A Y L O R  AND E L L IS  ST R E E T S

Book Stalls - Flower Stands 

Art Gallery-Carnival Concessions



^  Com. Services Com 

D  -8:00 P.M.

Dance Ciass-8:00 P.M.

East Bay Discussion Group 

8:00P.M.

2937A San Pabio—Berketey 

Vector Com.-8:00P.M. 

Bowiing League 

(Park Bow!) 8:00 P.M.

ST R BENEFtT AUCHON 

9:00 P.M.-524 Ciub

^ q  Dance C)ass-8:00 P.M. 

i j  Legai Com.-8:00 P.M 

Voiunteers needed for 

maiiing of pamphlet 

East Bay Discussion Group 

8:00P.M.

Bowiing League

(Park Bowi) 8:00 P.M. 

ST.R. BENEFtT AUCTION 

DaitCiub-9:00P.M.

20
Dance Ciass-8:00 P.M.

Com. Services Com —8:00 P M 

Bowiing League

(Park Bowi)-8:00 P.M.

East Bay Discussion Group 

8:00P.M.

27
Dance Ctass—8:00 P.M. 

Lega! Com.-8:00 P.M. 

Bow!ing League

(Park Bow!)-8:00 P.M. 

East Bay Discussion Group 

8:00P.M.

5
LMSRehearsei-3:30P.M. 

MAY WtNE FESTIVAL 

Opera C!ub-4:00 P.M.

12
LMS Rehearsa) 

3:30P.M.

26
LMSRehearsai-3:30P.M. 

ST R. ]CE HOHDAY 

8:30 P.M.-)2:00 A.M. 

LEGG'S iCE SKATtNG 

CENTER 

45—Hth Street

2
LMS Rehearsa)-3:30 P.M.

3
LMSRehearsa)-7:30 P.M. 

Com. Services Com.-8:00 P.M. 

Vector Com.-8:00 P.M. 

Bowiing League 

(Park Bow!)-8:00P.M 

East Bay Discussion Group

LMS Rhearsai-3:30 P.M.

Games Night" 

8:00P.M.



TUES. WED. THURS. FRI. SAT !

1 2 3 4
S LR. CLOSED MEETING 

8:00 P.M.

LMS Rehearse) 7:30 P.M. 

Politica] Comm. 8:00 P.M. 

Sociai Com. 8:00 P.M. 

Bowiing League 

(Park Bow] 8:00 P.M.)

DtSCUSStON GROUPS 8:00 P.M. 

856 Page Street. San Francisco 

1256 Page Street, San Francisco 

1055 56th St.. Oaktand-OL4 t60 

OL 4^1608

SOCtAL DANCE 

9:00 P M.-2:00 A M

ry

F 8 9 10 11
Membership Com.

Workshop—7:00 P.M.

LMS Rehearsa!-7:30 P.M.

Pub!ic Reiations Com —8:00 P.M.

LMS Rehearsai-7:30 P.M. 

Poetry Group 

4066-]7th St.

Phone: 621-7972 

Funding Com —8:00 P.M.

LMS Rehearsa]-7:30 P.M. 

Retigious Com.-8:00 P.M. 

Bowling League-8:00 P M.

DtSCUSSiON GROUPS 

(See May 3)

SOCtAL DANCE 

9:00 P.M.-200A.M.

14 15 16 17 18
Tavern Guitd Meeting—2:00 P.M. 

LMS Rehearsal-7:30 P.M.

Board Meeting-8 00 P.M.

S I R  OPEN MEETING 

8:00 P.M.
Psychiatric Forum 

Photography Group wit] meet 

after Open Meeting.

LMS Rehearsa!-7:30 P.M. 

Socia! Com.-8:00 P.M. 

Bow!ing League 

(Park Bow!) 8:00 P.M.

DtSCUSStON GROUPS

(See May 3)

Citizens Aiert Benefit 

2:00 P.M.-10:00 P.M.

Gtide Church. Taytor& Ettis 

SOCtAL DANCE 

9:00 P.M.-2:00 A.M.

21 22 23 24 25
LMS Rehearsai-7:30 P.M. 

Pub. Re). Com.-8:00 P.M. 

Membership Com. Workshop 

8:00 P.M.

LMS Rehearsa!-7:30 P.M. 

Poetry Group (See May 8) 

Gourmet Group—8:00 P.M. 

Funding Com —8:00 P.M.

Basic Cooking Group-8:00 P.M.

LMS Rehearsa!-7:30 P.M. 

Religious Com.-8:00 P.M. 

Bowiing League

(Park Bow!)-8:00 P.M.

DISCUSSION GROUPS 

(See May 3)

SOCtAL DANCE 

9:00 P.M.-2:00 A.M.

28 29 30 31 1 JUNE
tavern Guild Meeting-2 00 P.M. 

LMS Rehearsat-7:30 P.M.

Board Meeting-8:00 P.M. 

Membership Com.-7:00 P.M.

LMS Rehearsa!-7:30 P.M.

Man Power Team Captains 

8:00 P.M.

Basic Cooking Group—8:00 P.M.

MEMORIAL DAY

LMS Rehearsa!-7:30 P.M.

Discussion Groups 

(See May 3)

SOCIAL DANCE 

9:00 P.M.-2:OOA.M.

4
LMS Rehearsal-7 30 P.M.

Pubiic Relations Com.-8:00 PM 

VOTE TODAY!

5
Funding Com.-7:00 P.M. 

S IR .  CLOSED MEETING 

8:00 PM.

6
LMS Rehearsat-7:30 P.M. 

Political Com —8:00 P.M. 

Bowiing League

(Park Bowi)-8:00 P.M.

7
LMS Rehearsat-7:30 P.M. 

Discussion Groups 

(See May 3)

8
SOCIAL DANCE 

9:00P.M.-2:00A.M.



THE
PRESIDENT'S 

CORNER
By Jim Skaggs

CRISIS. . . CONFRONTATION. . . CHAL
LENGE. . . These once powerful words have become 

almost trite and commonplace today when used in 

describing the tenor of the times. Few of us have 

recovered sufficiently from the impact of the crises of 

the first month to be able to evaluate the significance 

and meaning of racial assassination, political flux and 

foreign policy reversal. In the midst of National and 

International chaos the voice of the individual seems 

dwarfed to mute inneffectiveness; yet at no other 

time has there been more need for individual response 

to the challenges of the present societal revolution.

CRISIS: "But what can 1 do?

CHALLENGE: "I 'm  only one, but 1 AM ONE."

CONFRONTATION: The letter that each member 

received about two weeks ago explained the challenge 

of S.I.R.'s financial situation. S.l.R. says thank you 

for the heartening response you have demonstrated in 

this time of crisis.

The Board of Directors welcomed two new mem

bers at the regular board meeting on April 9; Dotte 

Weathers and David Stahlmann were installed as 

Chairmen of the Political and Social Committees. 

With new leadership and enthusiasm for these two 

very important, even though very diverse, aspects of

S.l.R., we believe great things can be expected from 

each of these committees in the near future.

So often we fail to say thank you to the many 

individuals who contribute to the success of the or

ganization. Only by thousands of volunteer hours 

each month is it possible for your Society of Indivi

dual Rights to function in an effective manner. 

Special accolades are in order for the following for 

outstanding service during the past month: To the 

Public Relations Committee and the most successful 

Open House in S.I.R.'s history. . .  to the S.l.R. Mem

bership for overwhelming response to our present fin

ancial crisis. . . to all the girls, (Really!) for their 

efficient and capable direction of the April Open 

Meeting on the o /  rAe ;n //omopMe

OfgafMzaMofM.

BY PERRY GEORGE

The S.l.R. Open House audience was 

pleased and impressed with the lovely show 

given by the Ballroom Dancing Group. It was 

also a treat to see the involvement of the S LR. 

girls in this activity. 1 hope this is an indication 

ofthingstocome.

1 do hope our VECTOR readers are aware 

that the first Tuesday of each month is the 

time of the meeting of the Art Group at 856

Page. The group is always looking for more 

people to draw and improve their drawing 

techniques. The group works on figure studies 

and is also interested in getting models of all 

sizes, ages, and shapes.

Speaking of pictures, May will be the 

introduction of the new Photography Group 

which will convene immediatly after the Open 

M e e t in g  o n  M ay  1 5 th  in  th e  

VECTOR-Publications office.

Also speaking of open meetings, don't 

forget the once-monthly Dinner Group, which 

is a dinner served for $1.50 prior to the Open 

Meeting at 7:00 P.M.

The Ski Group has wound up their winter 

season with a Spring Carnival on this past April 

27th and 28th and will soon be planning for 

summer water-skiing. Watch this column for 

more development

[ as chairman and as a member of the 

VECTOR staff am quite pleased at the steady 

flow of creativity which appears every month 

in the Poetry Page of VECTOR from our 

Poetry Group.

As a new and interesting activity on May 

19th there will be an "Experimental Games" 

Night. 1 feel this probably requires some 

explanation. One of our new members has 

invented a rather interesting game and would 

like a number of people to help him test it out. 

It  is played with a board and seventy 

blocks-Remember 8:00 P.M. on May 19th for 

a new and fun game.

COMMUN!TY

SERVKES

Some members have been confused about the two 

publications recently printed by the Community Ser

vices Committee.

Several months ago we printed a small, folded 

pamphlet entitled. "What Should 1 Do About the 

Draft?" It is aimed at informing young homosexuals 

about the official policies and unofficial practices of 

the Selective Service System, so they may be better 

prepared to make their own decisions as to whether 

to reveal themselves as homosexuals to their Draft 

Boards. This pamphlet has been given wide distri

bution to Draft Boards and school counselors in Bay 

Area counties, to A.C.L.U. chapters across the 

nation, to state and federal legislators and others. We 

have received many favorable comments and requests 

to purchase additional copies.

In April the other publication was printed, a 

] 6-page booklet entitled, "The Armed Services and 

Homosexuality." It is primarily a research document 

related to policies and practices within various 

branches of the armed services. It deals extensively 

with the legalities of discharges given because of al

leged homosexual activities and publishes statistics 

not previously made public. Legal and social con

clusions are drawn from the reasoning presented. 

This booklet is directed to military authorities, social 

reformers and lawmakers. Carefully researched distri

bution lists will place over 2,000 copies in the hands 

of Federal. State and Local Government executives, 

heads of legislative bodies. Jurists, including every 

Federal Judge and Chief Justice of State Supreme 

Courts, leaders in schools, professional societies, and 

editors of journals of Law, Medicine. Psychology,



THE SO C IET Y  FO R  IN D IV ID U A L  R IGHT S  

AND

THE SAN F R A N C IS C O  

H O M O P H IL E  L E A G U E  IN C .

the S.I.R. OPEN MEETING OF MAY

8:00 P .M . -  W E D N E S D A Y ,  MAY 15, 1968

B E  T H E  F IR ST  IN Y O U R  B L O C K  

TO OWN O N E

PERSONAL

PEOPLE

POSTERS

Send us your favorite 

Potaroids of your favorite peopte, 

and we wit) return a b^own—up

3 x 2 ft. poster.

Send photo and $2*69, p!us 31%

loM lALBOT 
R0. Box 4!t!3

INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 46241

Sociology, Teaching, Law Enforcement and Religion, 

"Chiefs of Police and editors of large-circulation news

papers and magazines.

While it was not written for general distribution 

to our own community, but rather for the education 

of those who may be able to bring about reforms in 

the area of military policies and practices, a limited 

quantity will be available for sate in the SIR office.

A third project is nearing completion. Originatly 

referred to as the "T.L Project," it is a survey of fifty 

persons who were discharged from the armed services 

on homosexual grounds. The analysis of the ques

tionnaires is atmost completed and resutts wilt be 

available soon.

The Community Service Committee is currently 

active in several other areas and welcomes the active 

participation of additional Committee members in 

carrying out these projects. A great deal of planning 

and preparation has gone into the subject of major 

new sources of funds for S.t.R. These inctude sotici- 

tation of gifts, bequests, funding grants and other 

long-term bases for financial security. The success of 

this program may pave the way to achieving our long 

sought-after tax-free status, as welt as permit us to 

expand S.l.R.'s efforts in the so-calted "serious" 

fields: pubtications such as the two described above, 

local programs such as Veneral Disease Prevention, 

scholarships, individual hardship relief, employment, 

etc. Such undertakings necessitate a sound, tong- 

term financial base.

S.I.R. was founded on the principle of .senwY* to 

its members and the homophite community. The pur

pose of the Community Services Committee is to 

ptan and coordinate such services as we are capable 

of providing. Much more could be accomplished with 

additional help. If  YOU will help, teave your name, 

address and phone with the Secretary, for the Com

munity Services box in the office, contact one of the 

Committee members, or attend our next Committee 

meeting - they are scheduled the first and third Mon

days of each month, at 8:00 p.m. sharp in the Board 

Room.

S / j? Moves 
7o AivoVve 
Wbmez?

IS S LR. A "MALE" ORGANtZATtON? 

Many of its 48 female members don't think so 

and they came to the April open meeting to 

encourage all to work toward more female 

invotvement.

Chairman was the newly etected woman 

Board member, Dotte Weathers.

President Skaggs and other mates spoke up 

in favor of encouraging femate participation. 

Skaggs said that the male ethical concern about 

society's attitude is the same as the girls. Vice 

President Larry Littlejohn, who helped 

organize the meeting, stated that the men are 

the ones who will gain most by female 

involvement because women are more 

acceptable to society.
The ]5 women who attended spoke up: 

stating that VECTOR is too much of a man's 

magazine: that some mate concerns such as 

V-D, "cruising", and potice brutality are not 

major femate interests.

A VECTOR staff member urged the women 

to assist the magazine in ptanning and 

executing future issues.

Other comments: "Discrimination is to be 

hated in any form...", "Some gals realty care 

about S.I.R. because it gets invotved in a lot of 

serious things of value...", "1 may write a 

"Littte S.I.R. Echo...", "tt seems to some that 

you have to be pushy to get invotved in S.I.R. 

You can meet people and votunteer to help out 

at activities and committee meetings. That's 

how you get invotved."

One hundred attended the tivety discussion 

at S.t.R. Center.

The general consensus was that S.l.H. must 

take an immediate and concentrated effort to 

involve more women in its activities.

Martha Chase

Release.?

By the Legat Committee

You are cruising the Bayshore at 85 mph when 

suddenty from behind a red light appears. The 

police officer, upon examining your identification 

(drivers' license), asks you to sign a promise to 

appear in court. You compty, are given a copy of 

the OMfton, and then immediatety are /Mfgsed. 

Should you have offered the policeman some oral 

gratification, you would have been arrested under 

the solicitation taws and taken to jait. Here you 

would be booked, fingerprinted and (possibly) 

mugged. Your release would be based on cash 

bond or your own recognizance, tn this case, the 

time spent in the police station may be several 

hours.

Yet both offenses are misdemeanors under the 

California Penal Code; both could be dealt with 

identically. Under section 853.6 of said penal 

code, the arresting officer could have issued 

another citation for the solicitation offense and 

still have reteased you on-the-spot. (Should you 

have committed an actual homosexual sex-act, this 

woutd constitute a felony, and Citation and 

Release (C-R) would not apply.)

At present, the true C-R method is used onty in 

Contra Costa County (California). Other cities in 

this state are using modified C-R procedures. In 

Pittsburg, Sunnyvale and Richmond, alt suspected 

misdemeanants are arrested and taken to the 

station house for questioning, tf the examiner 

(usualty the desk sergeant) is satisfied that the 

suspect will return for trial, he is reteased on his 

signed promise to appear. This is essentiatty a 

quick Own-Recognizance (O-R) procedure, 

wherein the accused is not booked. In San 

Francisco, of course, essentiatty at) misdemeanants 

(except traffic taw violators) are taken to jail and 

given the full treatment. It is the goat of the S.F. 

Citation Release Project (Vector, April-May 1968) 

to establish true C-R in San Francisco.

New York City has experimented with a 

m odified C-R system under the Manhattan 

Summons Project. As above, the arrestee is 

questioned in the potice station, tf he quatifies for 

retease, he is given a summons and set free. He is 

not booked. For the District of Columbia, 

Congress has mandated that a summons project be

K /M R R 4 G F 2 .?



instituted. This is now implcmenteS by the D.C. 

police.

Neither the true nor the modified C-R methods 

result in any format arrest records (other than a 

copy of the citation). This etiminates the effective 

blacktisting than an acquitted person would 

otherwise face regarding employment. Only the 

true C-R technique results in the immediate release 

of the suspect, however.

tn either case, the arresting officer of the desk 

officer must decide whether or not to apply C-R. 

tn N.Y.C., in cases of female impersonators, 

narcotics users, and demonstrators, C-R was 

waived by the and the misdemeants were

AocArfd. Although this policy of the New York 

Police may not be in the true spirit of C-R, stilt 

some retease is better than none. They do 

interview 40% of those who could possibly be 

given a summons (citation) and refuse same to 

only about 12% of those so eligible.

On the other hand, city officials ask if suspects 

will actually honor their promises to appear, tn 

NYC, over 95% did so. tn the above California 

cities, over 97% did so. Manhattan is a center of 

extremely dense, heterogeneous population; the 

Californ ia communities, although smalt, are 

otherwise of very different characteristics. Yet 

C-R, in one form or another, has proven effective 

in all these places.

What would the adoption of Citation-Release 

mean to the gay community? tt would mean 

freedom from any fear of ruin (or even 

embarrassment) resulting from merely being 

arrested for following natural objectives - the 

arrest woutd be as simple as if one were getting a 

speeding ticket. (However, the consequences of 

conr/cf/on would still remain.) Therefore, atl Bay 

Area Homophile organizations must support this 

project.

The task here in S.F. is to convince Chief Cahilt 

to adopt the C-R practice, as permitted by state 

law. One point of confusion results from Section 

353.1 of the Code, which permits a city, county or 

city and county to authorize law enforcement 

officers to release a suspected local ordinance 

viotator on his promise to appear in court. That is, 

Cahill wants a mandate from the Board of 

Supervisors before he would begin to use C-R. It is 

the task of the C-R project to persuade the 

supervisors to act or the chief to act, or both. To 

do so, city officials must be convinced that C-R 

would hetp Benefits to those arrested are

obvious and numerous.

First, the incarceration problem is reduced. 

Under C-R, jails need not be overcrowded with 

misdemeanants waiting for trials. Atso. paperwork 

in the police station is greatly reduced^ since the 

arresting officer does it all at the scene of the 

offense. Facitities to transport such suspects to jail 

are no tonger required. Policemen need not spend 

so much time in courtrooms. These all lead to a 

big advantage: the police are able to devote much 

more time to crime prevention, their most 

important function, tt is estimated in NYC that 

the use of these summonses make avaitable 175 

hours of additiona! patrol time <7<n7y.

OPEN HOUSE...

AWtLD StR EVENT 

-By George Mendenhall

They came to the Center...by the hundreds... 

and a great time was had by all. The "Little Mary 

Sunshine" gang, Singer Grady Clark, the ballroom 

dance group, and others, performed. Guests ga

thered around the S.t.R. photo-exhibits, danced, 

talked to the staff in the literature room, and gen- 

eralty relaxed. New members signed up at the 

tobby desk as greeters welcomed new arrivats.

This was the second annual Open House, held 

at the S .t.R . Community Center on April 

20-21...an event that made many new flrends for 

S.t.R. tt was sponsored by the Public Relations 

Committee.

Over 3,000 hot-dogs and many gallons of beer 

were distributed free. After it was alt over the 50 

members (including a number of S.t.R. women) 

who staffed the affair either cottapsed or moved 

over to a locat pub that had a party of its own 

underway.

Credit goes to so many people for assisting 

with this successful event it would be impossible 

to mention them all here. THANK YOU, one and 

all.

Special mention must be made of the Tavern 

Guild of San Francisco and Burgermeister-Schtitz, 

whose cooperation was most generous. Etsewhere 

in this VECTOR is a list of the many business 

establishments that contributed financiatty to 

S.t.R. specificatly to make this Open House a suc

cess. Please check this list and patronize these mer

chants.

WORLD G ^ D E  BOOK

TR!PP!NG AROUND 
THE WORLD?

OR ROLUNG DOWN 

TO R!0?

YOU OR YOUR FRIENDS 

GOING.TO EUROPE?

LE GUIDE GRIS 

(enlarged and revised) 

is a complete guide to Europe 

and the rest of the world outside 

the United States - Bars, Hotels, 

and other facilities - 67 world 

countries including Latin America 

12 maps of major European cities 

74 listings in London alone.

LE GUIDE GRIS

c/o VECTOR

83 Sixth Street

San Francisco, Calif. 94103

($4. 00)
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J IM  A M E S -  334-6894

B e s t T i m e t o C a l !

7 :30  -  10:00 A .M . Mon. thru Sat.

){ you H A T E  sit-ups and s ide bends . . .  

and reatly want  to R E D U C E  you rw a is t t in e  

a n d " P o t B e ) l y "

C A L L  M E . . .

MAIL TO: JIM AMES,
383 SANTA ANA WAY
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA  94)27

DATE:______________________TtME:_________________

PHONE:_

CITY:_____________________ CROSS ST.:.

Situation Ethics Debate, edited by Harvey Cox, 

Phi!ade[phia Westminster Press. 1967.

We have a)l heard the sweet refrain credited to 

Victor Hugo that nothing is more powerfu) than "an 

idea whose hour has come." Members of the 

homophile movement sometimes speculate as to 

when the hour of the homosexual will arrive. 

Vietnam and the civil right struggle always seem to 

steal stage center. Perhaps it is the better part of 

social realism to visualize the sexual freedom battle in 

the tight of the total committment of freedom for a// 

men.

We need to appreciate the distant origin of the 

homophile effort that arose some fifty years before 

the founding of the Mattachine Society in the early 

1950's. Magnus Hirschfeld shattered the Victorian 

curtain by producing the 

.Sex Sfages and through the founding of his 

For Resaw A.

At the turn of the century Hirschfeld was 

followed by Edward Carpenter in England who 

functioned literally as a one-man 19th century 

version of S I R. writing books and making speeches 

at every opportunity. He enraged the public by 

referring to homosexuality as one of the highest 

expressions of human affection.

!n Germany sparks flew when a number of 

pro-homophile pamphlets flowed from the pen of an 

early pioneer by the name of Ulrich. But such men 

were ahead of their time, tn the depression-ridden 

Germany of the 1930's, Hitler smashed any hope of 

further exploration.

The surge toward freedom of the sexes did not 

surface again until post-war philosophers and 

theologians began to embrace something called the 

"n e w "  morality. Then came the hippies, the 

pro-abortion leagues, and the homosexual walking 

about in the open air. The situation ethics 

controversy served as a hand maiden to the Kinsey 

generation and to the homosexual. The two were 

meant for each other.

Dr. Joseph Fletcher crystalizes the heart of this 

intimate connection when he sketches in the details 

of the ethic. He feels morality must operate in the 

unique light of each persona] situation and not on the 

altar of shopworn taboos. It makes no sense to simply 

state with childish logic, "We must not do this 
because the Bible says no.". Rather, most desirable 

action for f/t's person in this particular time and 

place." Genuine love for a partner of the same sex fits 

"the Fletcher scheme tike a glove. Poker-faced, 

unimaginative prohibitions can hardty be expected to 

compete with such forcefut thinking. Conservatives of 

the present day have yet to offer competing 

atternatives.
In the present volume, Dr. Harvey Cox, Associate 

Professor of Church and Society, Schoo! of Divinity 

at Harvard University, succeeds in subjecting 

Ftetcher's ideas to an exacting test run by attowing 

wett-meaning friends and enemies to express their 

reactions. A tivety cotlection of criticism pours forth 

from a theologicat horn of plenty topped by opinions
from those inevitable journals of market place

opinion, 7&ne and f/ay&o.y.

The members of the critics gattery are disturbed 

chiefly by the Fletcher emphasis on tove being the 

onty absolute. Problems of definition open up. 

Uttimate responsibitity for one's acts is etuded. What 

one person considers an act of tove wit! be 

condemned by another as evit of the most pure sort. 

Both in d iv id u a l may be completety sincere. 

Discarding abstractions for the moment, let us took in 

our ownback yard. When is the homosexuat actively 

loving and caring for another mate, and when is he 

exptoiting him for the sake of thritt and vanity? 

When two young homophites cruise each other on the 

streets, where does the theologian and philosopher 

draw the line between lust and tove? Many readers 

wit! scoff at the itlustration, but the answers may not 

be as absotute or relative as we tike to think.

Rustum, Roy and Delta, HONEST SEX, New 

York, New American Library, 1968.

tn )964 a group of people came together in a 

Marin County retreat to exptore the ideas inherent 

in casting a new light on the homophile way of 

!ife. During this same period, Rustum and Delta 

Roy attempted the same adventure in founding 

the Sycamore Group. They employed a broader 

scope, however, and included the entire spectrum 

of human sexuatity. The group effort consumed 

nearty three years. Here was the American answer 

to the Quaker o/Sac.

The Roys operate as avant-garde warriors in 

Cathotic theotogy who display sharp sagacity as 

they frequently pierce the resitient hindquarters of 

conventional church wisdom. Conservatives may 

welt tremble. For the authors inform the reader 

their goal is, "expanding the erotic community."

The Sycamore Community discussed and 

researched current attitudes and concepts in every 

area of Christian sexuat concern, ranging from 

birth controt to masturbation.

The core argument revotves around ways of 

enriching the intimate sphere of action between 

men and women. To acieve this desirabte state it is 

considered necessary for modern women to retain 

their sensuat equatity and open minded view of the 

world.

One vita] point of the arguments emerge when 

family [ife in American society is laid open for 

what it is. All too often, the wife is a victim of 

tegatized prostitution and the members of the 

family submerge themsetves into privitism as a 

defense against becoming invotved with the 

problems of the nation at targe.

It seems the famity has not atways been the 

hoty foundation stone of western civitization. 

Perhaps singte peopte aren't so bad after at).

But the discussion really takes a radicat turn 

when the singte woman is urged to attempt an 

invotvement with a married man and he is to keep 

his wife informed of how events are progressing at 

at) times. This operates as another part of genuine 

Christian concern. For no one denies the singte 

woman has received the erotic shaft. She is totd to

(Continued on Page 29)
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Do you remember the stir that was occasioned 

by the opening of the FICKLE FOX, which was 

just about the time that S.I.R., gave its gala Gay 

premiere of "Thoroughly Modern Millie" at the 

Orpheum Theatre?.

Do you remember that equally gala buffet of 

East Indian Curry and the more than fifty accent 

dishes that graced the room-filling, walk-around 

table in FICKLE FOX'S dining room?.

If you remember these things then you already 

know what everyone in town has been saying ever 

since FICKLE FOX opened its hard to find doors 

on Valencia Street-842 Valencia to be exact, 

between 19th and 20th Streets.

Would you believe that the fine foods and 

modern method of preparing it, has spelled instant 

success for this new restaurant, in a field already 

crowded with fine restaurants catering to the 

discriminating tastes of our local community.

If yours is a hot dog and hamburger appetite, 

don't plan on dining at the FICKLE FOX, because 

you won't find that type of food on their new and 

elaborate menu. In fact, under the culinary talents 

of Chef William B., (formerly of Jackson's), there 

has been created an array of elegant dishes in 

tribute to some of our more glamorous 

personalities in San Francisco, and it's about these 

that we are concerning outselves this month.

I f  the Ritz-Carlton could create Chicken 

Tetrazini for the then reigning star of Grand 

Opera, then why not Chef William's tribute to our 

own Madame Soto-Voce, in recognition of her 

sparkling wit, and sage advice so avidly read by 

thousands every month in VECTOR.

Creating the proper dish for the Madame was 

no easy task, since she has dined at the finest 

restaurants in all five continents, and is considered 

somewhat of a gourmet in her own right.

Voila! The menu lists Cotelettes de Veau 

Etouffees a' la Mme. Aida Soto-Voce, and we were 

able to get the secret method of preparation from 

the Chef who was esctatic when he tasted his 

original creation.

First, a choice veal loin chop is selected and 

carefully braised in dry semillon, after which a 

generous portion of fresh cream is added, along 

with carefully prepared artichoke hearts, over 

which is gently laid a thin juliennes of Ham and 

then brought to a picture perfect doneness in the 

oven. This is served with the Chefs own special 

Rice Pilaf, and when you see it, you will wish you 

had your color camera with you. It is as delicious 

as it is beautiful, and deserving of the name "a la 

Madame Soto-Voce".

Ready or not if you think that the Chef had 

just about reached the zenith in exquisite dishes, 

wait until you see his tribute to our own Michelle. 

On the menu it is listed as "Poulet Supreme ^  la 

Michelle" and consists of one half of a young, 

boned, fryer, sauteed in fresh country butter, then

simmered in a Smitane sauce made of heavy sour 

cream and demi-glace and garnished with half a 

golden peach which is capped with a wine soaked 

mushroom.

WOW! and this is also served with the Chef's 

own special rice pilaf.

Complimenting another of our special favorites 

we find on the menu "Felit de Sole a la Laura" 

and Chef William was truly inspired when he first 

prepared this delicate dish at another restaurant 

where he ruled supreme over the range and 

salamanders.

This delicate dish is made by slowly baking a 

select filet of Sole in an individual casserole with a 

dry Sauterne wine sauce. On top of the Sole is a 

mound of fresh Eureka Shrimp and slices of ripe 

avacado, and this masterpiece is served with a 

generous portion of tiny buttered parsleyed 

pototatoes. Truly a taste tempting masterpiece.

"By the time you could reach Albuquerque" 

this new menu will be on the tables at FICKLE 

FOX. It was our pleasure to get a preview of the 

several dishes that our favorite chef has in store for 

us.

Space does not allow us to list each and every 

item on the new menu, but we can assure you that 

included in the surprise list is FICKLE FOX'S 

fabulous East Indian Curry, for which it is justly 

famous and which sends up an aroma of saffron 

and coriander, Rosemary and Sweet Basil.

THE FICKLE FOX is also serving Sunday 

Brunch but the dining room is closed on Mondays. 

After all, the chef needs a day of rest after 

working so hard (but enjoyably) preparing these 

fabulous dishes for us all.

Let us add that a review of the wine list makes 

it comparable to any of our better restaurants in 

the Bay Area, and we'll be looking for you at the 

FICKLE FOX, because it is near our home and 

always has ample parking facilities.

T / a e  

T a v e r n ,  

o /  F h m c ^ s c o

/ m s  

r i d e r s

/or  
p a r s e s

P H O N E :  SU 1-I37!
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Dear Sir:

Saturday morning (Aprit 6th), as 1 was teaving 

the Toot Box, a man reached-for the car door, and 

[ opened it (first mistake), tn the dark he seemed 

to took o.k., and was quite personabte, introducing 

himsetf as Michaet. t totd him that ] was going to 

Berketey, which was o.k. with him. ! drove him 

home (second mistake) with no inkting of what t 

was getting into.

At my home, t saw his dirty work ctothes, as 

he demanded food, saying he had not eaten for a 

tong time. I realized the very bad scene t had 

gotten into. He ate greedity white staring at me 

hatefutly. Then he started to tay down on the sofa, 

white ranting about how hungry he was, and that 

he wanted more food, and that he wanted girts, 

not "fucking boys", t totd him to put his shoes 

and jacket on, but he protested, saying he wanted 

to steep. ! said he was not steeping here, but that t 

woutd take him downtown to get a bus.

On the way to downtown Berketey, he tatked 

very bettigerentty, saying he hated me because [ 

had a car and home, and because t was a boy, and 

that he wanted girts, t totd him 1 did not know 

what he was talking about, and if he wanted girts 

so badty, he coutd find himsetf one downtown, t 

had made no overt sexuat advances, either verbatty 

or physicatty, for he had rapidty removed the 

initial impression of amiability, or desirabitity.

At Shattuck and University Avenues, 1 stopped 

to tet him out. He grabbed me by the neck, white 

trying to get into my pant pocket to get money. 

He kept saying he wanted ten dollars, and once he 

said, "I'm  going to kitt you", t put on the hand 

brake, took out the ignition key, white struggting 

to keep him from grabbing money, and getting 

mysetf out of the car. ! broke toose, and watked a 

btock, looking for the police. 1 then returned to 

the Shattuck-University intersection, just as three 

potice cars arrived. One poticeman remained to 

handle the situation. [ do not know why three 

potice cars arrived. Onty one person was around 

the area, and had quickty disappeared, t was 

parked in front of a fire hydrant.

The poticeman questioned me and the attacker 

separatety, so 1 do not know what "Michaet" totd 

the potice. [ had totd the potice, honestty, that t 

had taken the man home to eat, and returned him 

to the bus stop. The poticeman then went to tatk 

to Michaet, coming back to me, saying, "t don't 

believe your story. You are a homosexuat, and you 

took him home for sex." ] tooked the poticeman 

straight in the eye, shook my head, and 

emphatically said that 1 woutd not touch him. The 

poticeman was silent, and then said, "Wett, that's^ 

your business". He said that robbery was his 

business, and had 1 been robbed? 1 said that he had 

tried to get my money, but that 1 had broken free, 

t was informed, then, that there were no witnesses, 

but 1 coutd press charges, and "Michaet" woutd be 

tocked up for one night. 1 declined, saying "What 

good would that do?" They said for me to go 

home, and they woutd see that he got on a bus for 

San Francisco.

) think that that was my third mistake, not 

pressing charges. Ptease advise me. The police 

confused the issue of attempted robbery with my 

presumed homosexuatity, but my present concern 

is about a hate-fitted man wandering around San 

Francisco. }s there some way to atert SIR members? 

1 hope so. Sincerety, H. K

BOOK REVIEWS 

c o n t in u e d  from  page 29

bear her tonety state and took toward heaven in 

times of doubt. By this time the church fathers 

who read the book witt be in quite a state. As the 

reader ventures on he teams masturbation is A ok 

as a sort of adotescent sublimation.

But tow and behotd! When the homophite rears 

his shamtess head, the Roys attow the nobte tegacy 

of John XXtH to turn benign.

Naturatty they want to understand 

peopte. But one can't hetp feeting patronizing. 

After att, everyone Anow: they are incapabte of 

consumating deep and permanent retationships. 

Thus, the members of the Sycamore Group 

conctude the best thing att around is to place such 

peopte into "smatt communities" (ghettos?) so 

acceptance witt emerge. And while we're at it, let's 

not neglect the ptan to utitize such form of 

chemicat control of the sexuat passions of f/KM? 

peopte. The authors fee) the church should urge 

further research into this aspect of the homosexuat 

question.

Re-enter Pope John.

Now with the underbrush cteared away, the 

odyssey into the new frontiers of mate-female 

relations resumes. But the homosexuat is denied 

passage on the ship. We teft him back in that 

ghetto. The Roys never consider that he might tike 

to be included. Perhaps someone might be inspired 

one of these days to produce a comprehensive 

marriage manuat for homophite consumption. This 

way, none of the critics woutd doubt the direction 

of homosexuat eroticism.

Nevertheless, Sex does manage to lay

the moratity cards on the tabte. A sizabte portion 

of the materia) can app)y to any type of )ife sty)e. 

The authors declar, "Sexua) contact cannot 

generatly be used to devetop a retationship. tt can 

enrich an existing one." This penetrating 

observation nearly pays for the price of the book.

Rustum and Detta Roy do not push alt their 

arguments for sexua) tiberation to the togicat end 

points, but they succeed in reinvigorating the state 

air that frequency chokes off those who question 

the golden rutes we live by. Such bracing 

exploration promises starthng developments for 

the concluding hatf of the 20th century. Who can 

predict what the warm human embrace of 2000 

A.D. will be like?
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MAN-30-40 to share two bedroom flat - Twin 

Peaks Area. 552-3489.

MEN: Share your home or apartment with same. 

A discreet service catering to people who share 

similar interests. 9:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M. 

535-212). Serving the entire Bay Area.

WANTED: S.F. apartment to sub)et by midwest 

homophite teader for 2-4 weeks from June t0. 

"Reasonable" rent, convenient location desired. 

Contact: Jim Bradford, Pres. Mattachine Midwest, 

Box 89, Chicago, HI. 60690.

HOUSE TO SHARE: $75.00-7 room Victorian 

tocated Bernal Heights District-San Francisco. 

Calt Larry: 648-6324.

FOR RETIRED GENTLEMEN-Room and Board 

in exchange for domestic housekeeping services. 

WA M 041,or 86t-2t93.

TWO APTS. Avaitable - ! furn.-$150.00, i 

unfurn.-$135.00. Modern t bdrm., View, w/w 

carpet, etectric kitchen, Ldry Fac., Elevator, 

Sundeck. 39 Fair Oaks. 282-4098 evenings-Ed.

FOR RENT: Unfurnished 7 room 

flat—Sacramento St. Presidio area. Top unit 

$t 70.00. Men onty. Harry Messina 863-1500 or 

285-) 923.

FOR SALE: 4 Twin Beds-Exce)]ent condition. 

Two with btue tailored stip covers, botsters. Best 

offer. 22t-7879.

BUSINESS CONSULTANT AND ACCOUNTtNG 

S e r v ic e .  861-1330.

FOR SALE: Mento Park Home. Many magnificent 

features as )7x38 freeform, heated, automaticatly 

cteaned poo), must see. Gay onty, now reattors. 

Owners witl finance 85%^$53,000. 324-2287. 

Anytime, Leave number.

HOUSE FOR RENT: $250.00 3 bedroom, 2 

baths, restored Victorian Townhouse, fireplace, 

separated dining room, etectric kitchen, smatl 

garden, automatic two car garage. 2,000 sq. ft. 

watnut floors. Lease and rugs required. Western 

Addition Cat! WA 2-8970.

FOR RENT: Two Bedroom apt. view, fireptace, 

Buena Vista heights. 626-4078.

COMtNG TO NEW YORK THtS SUMMER? For 

the tatest info on the N.Y. scene, stop by the 

OSCAR WtLDE MEMORtAL BOOKSHOP, 291 

Mercer St., New York City t0003, Tet. (212) 

673-3539. Or write for our mail order catalog of 

the quatity pubtications of the homophite 

movement.

FAIRMONT STATIONERS carrying a futt tine of 

office suppties, paperback books, greeting cards, 

stationery, gift items, etc. offers alt S.LR. 

members a fult t0% courtesy discount. Located at 

720 Larkin Street.

HOUSECLEAN1NG, Odd jobs; avai)ab)e days and 

evenings. 92t-49t7.

UNFURNtSHED 1 bedroom apt. view, watl to 

watt carpets, etectric kitchen, sun deck, garage. 

Mission-Dotores district. $t 40.00. 282-4098-Ed 

Alten.

FOR SALE: RARE 194] V-12 Lincoln Zephyr. 

Perfect condition-increases in value each year. 

Catl 26t-2425 any day after 5:00 p.m.
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